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Funds reallocated in
proposed budget
By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

Reallocation of funds is
the main feature of the 199394 Murray State University
budget that will be presented
to the Board of Regents next
weekend.
"One of the things we did
this year was look at the
dean's offices real hard
and shifted deans and
assistant deans into
teaching responsibilities,"
said James Booth, vice
president of academic
affairs and provost.
The University will shift
$199 ,408 from
deans'
offices into departments for
instructional purposes,
...ooth ,s aid.
Deans will teach at least
one course per semester, but
Booth said this is not a new
practice since some dean s
have taught classes in the
past. However , the deans

Jessica Neese, senior business major f rom Paris, Tenn., combined studying with
taking advantage of the nice weather. Students all over campus are gearing up for
finals week.

did not teach on a regular
basis, Booth said.
Approximately
42.3
percent of the 1993-94 budget
will be designated for
academics.
University
officials reduced the budget
by $236,000 in nonacademic, administrative,
athletic and student affairs
costs, said Don Kassing,
vice
president
for
University relations and
administ rative services.
Kassing said an increase
in fringe benefits is
allocated for $460,000 and
the restoration of the 2
percent faculty salary cut is
about $482,000

equity salary for increases
for assistant professors.
•
$10,000
for
Communicating Across the
Curriculum.
• Funding for the faculty
international exbange.
• $20,000 for funding of the
wellness center.
• $20,000 for the repair and
upgrade of equipment.
• $42,000 for scholarships
to keep up with tuit:ion
increases.
• $15,000 for job audits.
Additional funding for
the Learning Center,
scholarship money for the
School Relations office and
partial
funding
for
maintenance of the new online computer system in
Waterfield Library.
In the academic affairs
area,
rehabilitation
Please see BUDGET

University officials will
present the Board with a list
of
budget
priorities
including:
• $4 7,000 for promotions
and reclassification of
faculty and staff members.
•
$40,000 mar ket and
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KE.RA t urns out new breed Budget
~y JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sporls Editor

Ceci li a
C urti s
is
graduating May 8. However,
Curtis' degr ee in elementary
education may make her
unr e c og nizable
as
a
traditional teacher.
Cu r tis is part of a new
breed of teachers entering the
Kentucky school systems
t oday. Her training has been
changed by the Kentucky
Educational .R eform Act and
it is that act that has changed
Murr ay State University's
training of teachers.
Kent u c k y's
primary
schools have undergone
r<1volutionary changes over
the past three years. Team
teaching is overtaking the
classroom as the classes are
defmed more by ability than
by ago. This revolution,
thou gh , has forced Murray
State t o look at its own
in struction.
Traditionally, teaching
• subject s such as rea~g and
l a nguage arts wxthout
r e lating them , Murray
Stat e's College of Education
h as now h ad to evaluate the
way it teaches subjects and
how its ins truction reflects
the 75 Learning Outcomes
and Goals staLed by KERA,
said Joseph Baust, associate
professor in the department
of element ary and secondary
education.
''Not only is (KERA) going
to change what is happening
in the primary schools, but in
the s econdary schools and
colleges and universities,
too," he said.
Baust said many of the
~changes mad e in the
· de partment center around
, thematic instruction rather
· t han just d evelopmental
: instruct ion.
Traditionally, teacher
• t raining involved learning
. s ubjects in phases. As one

proposal
tops BOR
agenda

Goals replace three R's· ·
'

Staff Report

No longer can a student get by with just the three R's,
reading, writing and arithmetic.
That is what the Kentucky JMueation Reform Act has
auggeated. Instead of just tea~ stu~ta bow t.o add
and write a sentence, KERA hu aiiggeaW students need
to meet 75 Learning Outcomes and Goals by the time they
complete high school.
These outcomes and goals have also changed t he way
universities and colleges train their teachers.
The outcomes fall under six learning goals:
• Goal 1 . Basic Communication and Math Skills. Under
this goal, teachers should make sure students can ~e
problem solving learned in math and apply to eve:ryday life.
Not only are the students taught how to solve a pro~lem
scientifically, but they also learn how to commumcate
through writing, speaking, visual arts and learn how to
use electronic media to communicate ideas.
• Goal 2 • Core Concepts tmd Principles. This is where the
traditional school subjects are found. Science, mathen\atics,
social studies, arts and humanities, home. economics,
physical education and voca~ional education . Many of ~e
changes made to the instructton have the teachers drawmg
everyday application between the subject matter and the
students.
• Goal 3 -Self-Sufficiency. Rather than just stopping at
teaching a student to be knowledgeable, teachers must now
also teach students how to be independent through
maintaining healthy lifestyles and making positive
decisions.
• ~al 4 - Responsible Group Membership. Developing
social skills is the focus of this goal. Teachers br ing
students of all ages and backgrounds together and work
with them to learn interdependency and individualism
while getting along with others.
• Goal 5 - Thinking and Problem-Solving. Teachers help
students resolve situations and choose among options using
critical and creative thinking skills. They also help
students use decision-making and problem-solving
processes.
• ~al 6 - Integration of Knowledge - Students learn how
to expand knowledge by u,sing existing knowledge. The also
attack issues and approach them using different
perspectives.
class was finished, a student
would take the next higher
related class. Now, a student
might learn different levels
at the same time, while
focusing on a single subject.
Baust gave the example of
teaching about the Titanic.

By JENNY WOHLL!B
Edilof In Chief

The Board of Regents is set

to meet at 2 p.m., May 8 in

,

Using this subject, he said a
teacher could teach history,
math and science at the same
time.
The main focus of the new
instruction is to teach h ow
Please see KERA
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Wells Hall.
Although the agenda is
only tentative, the budget for
the 1993-94 school-year will be
one of the most important
items discussed.
The budget will be
presented to the Board for its
a pproval.
The Campus Master plan,
which details how t he
University envisions t h e
campus developing over the
next few decades, will be
presented to the Board. It
includes plans for buildings,
campus expansion and
renovations.
President Kurth said the
Board m ay also address the
issue of his contract which
expires in a year.
The followin g it ems are
also on the tentative agenda:
• Naming the auditorium
in the Martha Layne Collins
Indu stry and Technology
Building.
• Evaluating the Equestrian
team'.
• Discuss the teaching loads
of professors.
• Look for authorization to
raze the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity house and the
empty store beside it when
both buildings are empty.
The standing committees
of the Board of Regents will
meet starting at 12:30 p.m.,
May 7, in the Ohio Room on
the third floor of the Curris
Center.

Photo by J UO COOK

This is the room destroyed by a fire In Hart Hall. The
adjoining room also suffered damages.

Cigarette starts
fire in Hart Hall
By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Ryan Lortz, junior from
Prospect, was a r rested
Sunday m orning on the
charge of possesion of drug
paraphenalia after a fire in
his room brought in
authorities for inspection.
Sgt. Tommy Phillips, of
MSU's office of public
safety:
allegedly found
marijuana smoking pipes
while inspecting Lortz's
room after the fxr e.
Authorities responded to a
fire alarm in H art Hall
around 8 a.m. when a lit
cigarette apparently set one
of Lortz's mattresses on

fire. The fire was put out by
resident advisors and other
residents before the
Calloway County Fire
Department arrived, but the
alarm
emptied
the
dormitory.
No one was injured in
the fire.
Costs of damages have
not
been
calculated
according to Paula Hulick,
director of hou sing, but
there was smoke damage to
both Lortz's room and the
adjacent room.
Lortz will be arraigned
on the
misdemeanor
charge in Calloway County
District Court Monday.
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Final

Ex~m

Day
Time Class Time
Mon. 8:00
9:30 MWF
10:30 11:30 MWF
12:30-1:45 Tih
1:30
4:00
ENG 102 Common
;.. Tue. 8:00
8:30 MWF
10:30 . 11 - 12:15 Tih
1:30
1:30 MWF
4:00
Hum 202 Common
"~Wed . 8:00
8 - 9:15 Tih&
3:30- 4:45 TTh
~t~

Source SPRING SCHEDULE

IQ I

Schedule
Day

Time
10:30
1:30
4:00
1t1 Thu. 8:00
10:30
1:30
4:00
1t1 Fri. 8:00
10:30
~t~Wed .

A CLOSER LOOK
\\ •JJ --~
¥I 24 hours at MSU

Class Time
10:30 MWF
12:30 ·1 :45 Tih
ENG 102 Common
9:30 - 10:45 Tih
12:30 MWF
2:00 - 3:15 Tih
PSY 180 Common
3:30MWF
7:30 MWF

Staying awake for 24 hours is something

many Murray State Univrersity students do only
during finals week. However, Rob Hart, viewpoint editor, stayed awake for slightly more than
24 hours to chronicle life at Murray State.
Hart roamed around campus with a camera
and trusty reporter's notebook talking to a vari·
ety of students ranging from Racer Patrol workers to math students who had just finished
playing Mudball .

GraphiC by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Secretary of the year

Index

Rhonda F. Rogers, CPS, was named
1993 Secretary of the Year at the
executive night banquet held by the
Murray chapter of the Professional
Secretaries International (PSI). Rogers
is the departmental secretary in the
department of physics and astronomy.
The Secretary of the Year selection
was based on: background scores, a
survey sheet completed by chapter
members and the finalist's boss and an
appearance before a panel of judges.
Rogers will represent the Murray
chapter in the 1993 Kentucky Division
Secretary of the Year competition.
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.Marcus talks
~bout high
crime rates

Patrol protects
female students

! Y JASON CROSS

By JASON CROSS

fi'eporter

Reporter

: A near capacity crowd
collected in the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum
auditorium to listen to the
l.5th annual Harry Lee
Waterfield Lecture in
Public
Affairs
Wednesday.
Professor Paul Marcus,
dean of the William and
Mary College of Law,
's poke on the criminal
~ustice system in the
United States.
t

.: Marcus

stunned the
iaudience with astonishing
•facts on how the criminal
~ ustice system is not
,controlling the enormous
,crime rate in the U.S.
: He explained that the
:u .S. government is
;spending too much money
on incarcerating people
for minor crimes that they
have committed.
• "The system is jailing
.people for nonviolent
'crimes, which is costing
1the
taxpayers
an
:incredible amount of
.money," Marcus said.

•

• Marcus said prison
'should be a place for
criminals
that
are
dangerous to society, such
:as murderers, rapists,
:armed felons and others.

and MICHELE LONGWORTH
Reporter

women a day request an
escort by a member of Racer
Patrol during the fall and
spring semesters, Green
said.
Racer Patrol bas escorted
222 female students so far
this semester.
"They are, to say the least,
an asset to the University
police," DeVoss said.

If it is late at night and it
is too scary to walk back to
the dorm alone, have no fear;
call Racer Patrol.
The Racer Patrol escort
service is offered by Murray
State University to help
In addition to their escort
prevent students from being
assaulted when walking service responsibilities,
back to their dorms at night. Racer Patrol officers have
From 7 p.m. to 1 a.m., many other duties, such as
students who have to be providing extra security at
outside can call the public sporting events on campus.
safety office at 762·2222 and They also check to make
sure that all doors are locked
request an escort.
to prevent any chance of theft
The escort service was or vandalism, Green said.
started in the early 1970s. Joe
Officers constantly walk
Green, director of public
safety, suggested the plan around campus, making
there
are
no
after
observing
the sure
University of Louisville's distu rbances. DeVoss said
Cardinal Patrol. Mter his Racer Patrol deters much
observation, he returned to crime around campus.
Murray State and made the
To qualify to be a Racer
suggestion of a year-round
Patrol
officer, a student must
escort and patrol service.
have a minimum 2.0 grade·
Sgt. David DeVoss, director point average, be enrolled
of the evening shift, said, in full·time and be in good
general, the students who physical and mental slu\pe.
take advantage of the MSU
The maximum limit of
service are mostly females .
Racer Patrol officers is 12
''The girls tell us they during the fall and spring
appreciate it," DeVoss said.
· semesters and two during the
On the average, eight to 10 summer semester.

Logsdon bids SGA farewell
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

After
a
year
of
contending with state
budget cuts in Frankfort
and fee increases at
Murray State University,
Todd Logsdon bids his
position
as
Student
Government president
farewell.
Logsdon, a graduate
student from Louisville,
said throughout his sixyear career with SGA he
has enjoyed meeting the
diverse numbers of people
most.
"I've liked all of the
different people I've had a
chance to meet and
especia11y serving on the
Board and meeting the
Regents," he said. "It has
opened up an opportunity
for me to meet different
types of people on campus
and off-campus that have
an interest in Murray
State."
As SGA president,
Logsdon said the biggest
problem he faced this year
was the state-wide budget
crisis.
"It just seemed that over
the last two years, a lot of
good ideas to better Murray
State have been put on the
back burner because of
budget cuts."

TODD LOGSDON
SGA president

Looking back, Logsdon
said he would have reacted
more quickly to the proposed
budget cuts and with a more
unified student effort.
"If there was something I
could change I would
probably have gone back last
year when they started (the
cuts)," he said. "I wish we
could have had more students
to mobilize and to react to
them as a University instead
of the different factions on
campus pointing fingers at
each other."
Logsdon said he sees the
budget and t he governor's
health insurance plan as
factors in the next semester.

"The budget because
there' s a chance for
another cut next year," he
said. "I think health
insurance is going to be a
concern
because
if
Governor Jones plan goes
through as it is right now,
those students not covered
by their parents are going
to have come up wilh some
kind of health in surance.
That' s going to be a
problem for the individual
students as well as for
Murray State."
Logsdon said dealing
with the state budget cuts
limited what SGA could
have
done
for
the
Unversity.
Logsdon's advice lo the
new SGA officers is to
listen to students.
"Listen to what their
concerns are related to
these issues and what they
want and balance those
against what is best for the
University, " he said.
Logsdon completed his
duties as SGA presid'ent
Wednesday and his term
as Student Regent will end
June 30. His plans after
gr aduation ceremonies
May 8 are to enter the
working world.
"Have diploma, will
travel," he said.

-----

I

• He also said the money
that is used to imprison
the individuals that
committed minor crimes
should not be jailed at the
taxpayers' expense. He
said this money should be
redirected into supplying
law enforcement with new
and better equipment to
handle the every day
crimes
that
are
committed.
The amount of money to
impri son someone in a
state penitentiary is
astronomical, he said.
"It costs more to put
someone in jail than it
does to send them to
Yale," Marcus said.
l Marcus said one of
biggest reasons for the
high crime rate is lack of
education.
Those who are not well·
educated have trouble
finding a good-paying job;
thus, they result in crimes
being committed for
money, Marcus said.
Although he criticized
the judicial system in
many areas, be also
praised it for many of its
positive qualities.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO

SIGMA SIGMA
SIGMA
on winning ALL-CAMPUS SING.
You did a great job!
fuve,

~J.

the sisters of

A on

.j

'

' .,..
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THANKS FOR A GREAT SEMESTER!
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SPORTS

~s

Imprinted Sportswear

g ~

OWNED BY THE STUDENTS
FOR THE STUDENTS

I!
·I~ ~

Denise Brockman - Vice President
I 'fl ~
Ginger Adams
~~ Brandi Parrish - Secretary
\

~

on being selectedfor
~)j)llifll J1aimJllic2lf!l l.Q)@il{Sf!l
\ ..

/
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Love, Your Sister of ALPHA OMICRON PI
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•

•'•..
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Studies got you down?
Let us take a load off...

~urray Laundry Center)
Laundry SeiVice 50•/lb.
Free Pick-up and Delivery
Call 759-2570
Bel-Air Center
(Owned and operated by MSU graduate)

Congratulations To.....

~=~~:~
Will J. Bennett
and
.Heather Grogan
on their new SGA offices.
'Simply the Best"

Looks like a
Mvarin night.
It's tO PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

••

'
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Parking fines vary with
specific zone violations

Kurth's bust

displayed at
War College

By ROBIN CARTER

By JENNY WOHLLEB

Editor in Chief
A bust of President
Ronald J. Kurth will be put
on permanent display in
the N aval War College in
Newport, R.I., April SO. He
will travel to Newport for
the unveiling.
Kurth's likeness is being
scu lpted by Felix De
Weldon, a world-famous
artist.
Kurth, who was president
of the Naval War College
from 1987-90, said he ia
honored that De Weldon ia
sculpting the bust.
"When I
was the
president, we became
friends and he asked if he
could do my bust," Kurth
said. "I sat for him
periodically for a year
before I left.
"When he wa s doing the
bust we would talk a lot
and he would say 'Ron, if I
just wanted to do your face,
I'd ask for a photograph,"
Kurth said. "'I need to
know you because it is not
going to be a superficial
bust. It is a reflection of
what I think of you.'"
Kurth said De Weldon is
one of the foremost
sculptors in the world.
"I consider this to be one
of the most impor tant
moments and honors in
my lifetime," he said.
"After I'm dead, that bust
. will still be there and it
will have been done by one
of .the world's moat
prominent sculptore.
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Reporter

As you near your car, you
begin to fee l anticipation
laced ~th dread.
Have you gotten one?
You strain to see your
windshield, and when it
finally comes into view, you
know.
You have either gotten a
parking ticket or you have
not.
If you have ever parked
illegally on campus, you
may
have
had
thi s
experience.
During the 1991-92 school
year, more than 19,517
students did have that
experience, said Louise
Chally, secretary of public
safety.
So what was the grand total
charged during that school
year?
"The total amount was
$142,665," said Anita Poynor,
accounting manager in
accounting and finance .
"But that's not the total
collecte d . There is a
difference ."
Poynor said there is no
way to know for sure how
many of the tickets written
were for $5 or $25 since all
the parking fin e money
colJected goe s into the
general fund in a lump sum.
Although the number of
specific violation s is not
known,
several
are
committed more commonly
than others.
"The
most
common

ALPHA·
GAMMA

DELTA

Parking P r o b l e m s - - - - - - - -

•

comparison of parking fines at Murray State and
other Kentucky universities:

Nonreglshllon

$30

t2J
Parldngln

$20

~

•

$10

Partdngln

$0

MSU

UK

Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH

parking fines are for zone
violations, par king on
yellow curbs, par king in
handicapped spaces or
driveways and color permit
violations," said Joe Green,
associate director of Public
Safety.
MSU charges $25 for the
following violations:
• non -registration
• parking in a fire lane,
handicapped or restricted
area
• parking in an official or
university vehicle space and
• false registration.
Five do ll ar fines are
issued for par king in th e
wrong zone, on the grass, in
a dr iveway, on a yellow curb,
in a visitor zone or n onparking zone, over time
parking, double-parkin g and
improper display of a
parking permit.
Compared
to
oth er
Kentucky
universities,
Murr ay State appears to be
near the average for fine
amounts .
The
most
expensive

wrong zone

WKU

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

violations involving par king
permits at Western Kentucky
University are possession of
a lost or stolen permit or a
forged permit. These are $30
offenses.
Until
recently,
to
encourage students to pay
tickets promptly, WKU
offered students a half-price
discount if they paid within
the first 24 hour s of receiving
a: ticket.
Now, as a result of
research
on
vio lations
thr oughout the country, the
incentive is to pay within the
first five bu siness days of
receiving a ticket or face a
two-dollar late charge.
After a certain number of
days, the ticket price goes up
to full price-and-a -half,
accor ding to WKU's public
safety department.
University of Kentucky
ticket prices are similar.
Parking in a handicapped
area or fire Jane wi11 cost
$25. If a student's car is
towed, the $33 towing charge
must be paid in addition to
the violation cost.

POLICE BEAT
April 20
2:33 a.m. - A horse was reported to be out of its stable at
West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
2:09 p.m . - A bookbag was found at Murray Manor. The
bag had been reported stolen from Winslow Cafeteria last
week.
April 21
12:18 a .m. - Public Safety responded to a noise complaint
in front of Lovett Auditorium. A group was practicing for All·
Campus Sing.
Aprtl22
1:26 a.m. - The trouble light on the fire panel in Hart Hall
was activated.
1:29 a.m. - A water fountain was tom off a wall on the
seventh floor in Hart Hall.
9:27 a.m. - There was a non-il\iury automobile accident in
the Curris Center parking lot.
1:52 p.m. - A bicycle was reported stolen from the
Franklin Hall area.
2:36 p.m. - A non-itijury automobile accident occurred
near Stewart Stadium.
3:15 p.m. - A non-il\iury automobile accident occurred
near Sparks Hall.
Aprtl 23
7:04 p.m. - A key got stuck in the south door of the Lowry
Center.
April 24
1:42 a .m. - A resident of Elizabeth Hall reported receiving
obscene telephone calls.
9:80a.m. -Public Safety was notified that Ordway Hall
did not have hot water.
·
April 25
1:43 a.m. - A csx window was broken in the Regents Hall .
parking lot.
4:00 p.m. - Two windows, one in 329 Hart Hall and one in
530 Hart Hall, were broken.
8:04p.m.- A flasher was seen at 16th Street near the National Museum of the Boy Scouts of America.
11:17 p.m. - Public Safety responded to a report of a man
near Franklin Hall with a gun. Nothing was found.
April26
1:11 p.m. - A non·il\iury automobile accident occurred at
University Drive and 16th Street.
2:58 p.m. - Robin Thacker, junior from Water Valley,
reported the theft of a checkbook and wallet from the Carr
Health Building.

-------'!
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for making All-Campus Sing so much fun!
We couldn't h ave done it without you!
~isters

Love, .
in Alpha Sigma Alpha

IN A
WORLD OF UNCERTAINTY,
ONE THING IS SURE.

urmost
e
resource.

COLLEGE GRADUATES CAN EARN
BIG REWARDS
AT PARKER FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY, INC.
• Pre-Approved Credit from Ford
Take the uncertainty out of your
Credit for qualified applicants
post-graduate transportation needs.
• $400 Cash back from Ford
Let us offer you pre-approved credit
The only thing certain about today ...
from Ford Credit. $400 cash back
from Ford for your pocket - and a
is that things will be different
.[
brand new feeling behind the wheel.
tomorrow. That why it's nice to know
~~-----~~
that Ford Credit is offering college
Stop in for all the details and a
graduates pre-approved credit', plus $400 Ford
test drive ... today!
"Pre-apprrMJd credit requires vertfiable employment within
factory cash back on virtually f!Very Ford or
1ZO days of vehicle fJcJ(Chlse. with a salary StJfficient to
Mercury car or Ford light truck we sell or lease
cover crdinary /wing expenses and vehicle {)6Ymtlflts. A prior
. All you need is a Bachelor's or advanced
credit record IS not ne:essary
·········
but. if there tS one. ;r must
degree earned between January 1st and December

Ford
Credit

Call us at 753-3231.

J

31 , 1993 (you're also eligible if you are enrolled in
graduate school during the same period). Then
decide whether to purchase or lease .. and take
delivery by June 30. 1995.

indicate payments made

as agreed.

PAR'KER FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY, INC.

~

___

_
]

Locll.iOOJ
M11n Office. 500 Main 11 Sth •l'fonh Brii1CII. Nonh 12th ar Ow:lulu1• South BI'IIICII. Soulh 121h 11 SICM)'
MSU Teller Machine. C111n1 Ccnlef • H01pilal TcUer Machine. 8031'oplll
$02·73~3231

:
;

l

Melvin, Darren, and Tina
the

:At Peoples Bank, we believe in you. 'That's w hy il you need money for
a new car, a house, or to just get started in your new career, we will be ·
here to help you reap the benefits of your newly found resource.

1

Information for Police Beat Wa8 gathered and compiled by
Libby Figg, reporter, from materials available to the public at
the public safety office.

THANKS

Congratulates all
MSU graduates
and wishes eveey-one
..
.... .
'
GOOd Luck on llnalsl

We would l.ike to
congratulate the graduating seniors of
Murray State University and the family and
~
friends that gave them the guidance to help .::=::!ll:~llllllll"~;c:;;.-
them teach this special goal May you use your talents wisely
and pass on the belief that a diploma is truly an incredible
resource for everyone.
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Fire alarms have
worthy purpose

rnfileading ;

All too often the fire alarm in the residence hall
is not taken seriously.
Either people hear it and ignore it by staying in
their rooms or they just go back to sleep. Others
only sluggishly and nonchalantly find their way
out of the building. The risk of being burned alive
or dying from smoke inhalation does not cross
the minds of the average person.
However, that risk should always be taken
seriously and one should be prepared for the
worst when the alarm sounds.
Considering a fire took place in Hart Hall last
Sunday, we should ask ourselves how prepared
we would have been if the fire had been worse.
Would we have taken it seriously? Would
everyone have left the building? Would the
resident advisors have come by to pound on your
dooor and tell you to evacuate the building as they
are supposed to do?
Even though the fire alarm is frequently used
for drills or by pranksters, it is too great a risk to
ignore it and assume it will not be "for real."
The next time the fire alarm goes off in your
building, leave as quickly as you can. It might be
inconvenient to lose some sleep or stand outside
in the cold, but it would be much more of a drag to
end up in the hospital with severe burns or to end
up dead.

Academics spared
from budget blade
University administrators seem to be quite
concerned with maintaining academic quality
and surviving the budget blade at the same time.
Efficiency and reallocation of resource& seemed
to be the underlying themes of the proposals most
recently made concenring the budget. "
In some cases, efficiency is a positive idea
which will most definitely lead to growth in
production. ·
('< ..

One sensible proposal made was that deans and
assistant deans teach classes. This decision
seemed very logical considering they are the
heads of the colleges and should be eager to
impart their knowledge. Plu s, this could help
some colleges offer more classes to their students.
Freezing of enrollment in some programs such
as occupational safety and health may seem
illogical, but students will be assured of having
enough resources and smaller class sizes, and
thus will receive more individualized attention
from the professor.
Faculty members who lost 2 percent of their
salaries last year will see that 2 percent return to
their paychecks with this proposal.
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Dear Editor:
When first arriving on the
campus of MSU on a
Summer Orientation tour, the
Pogue Library was one of the
many attractive buildings
lbrought to my' attention: My
~elor noted that it was
8n open, airy, quiet place to
study. It was also noted that
many students do not even go
inside the library even
th9ugh
the
studying
conditions are ideal.
I agree with the latter
except for the last few times I
have attempted to study there.
I am tempted to propose that
the name of the building be
changed from Pogue Library

to Pogue Social Center. I am least a possibility of silence.
appalled to find that it is not
I understand that Pogue is
students talking in the a different type of library. I
library, but the employees. It have noticed many people
has never been a hushed come in to do research of
whieper, buta<an ~ltw~ely · Keniueky .Jiature and i t ia
normal conversation~~ tohe . I rare that I see a traditional
have often moved from the student do this type of study. I
ground floor to the third floor realize that I am a minority
The department has calls
in hopes of escaping the when I study there because 1 and visits from officials
continuous chatter, but due to am only there to do my work. wanting to know what this
the library's structure and but somehow I do not feel that young man or woman baa
acoustics, every word is this is a reason for the done while at Murray? No
audible as ever.
employees to go about their government agency is going
I enjoy studying there work talking in tones that to hire a person convicted of
because it really is an ideal would be unheard of in any drug offenses. It just is not
place to study, but lately I other library.
going to happen.
find myself drawn back to
Eleanor Sheets
I am sure that with the right
Waterfield where there is at
Junior contacts in Murray or
anywhere else, you can not
only get drugs, but probably
anything your heart desireij,
with the right contacts.
•
A word of caution: YoUI:'
contact may be setting you 'W
for a big fall. That contaet
been here, the graduate commencement exercises is a could be a cop. Isn't it best nit
population has received little small thing to ask in to take the chances? I th.in)t
or no recognition or even comparison.
sol
Out of concern and nee ,
attention. As of the last week
Unfortunately, nothing laws, rules and guidelin
of classes, graduate students
have not even been informed was sent telling graduate have been developed by peop
of where to be the morning of students when to apply for feeling concern for other .
the 8th or what time to be graduation or what steps we Give it a chance. Do t
there. We know there is a needed to take to insure the destroy your life because s
budget crunch. but are stamps completion of the graduation is available. Eventually tl{e
and some paper too expensive process. Murray State is piper will have to be paid. Jf
fortunate to have a wide the setting is right...you lll(Y
for our group?
Graduating seniors have variety of students. We hope not be the one paying. Yau
been given a $5000 insurance in the future the university may not have any feelinp.
policy and a senior breakfast. does not choose to ignore any You may not care. You m~y
be dead!
~
I think a letter telling of those students.
Tracy Pendygraft
Joe Green
graduate students the place
Amy Lionberger
Associate Directer
and
time
for
the
graduate assistants
Public Safe~

Grads want information
Dear Editor:
On May 8, we and several
of our closest friends will be
wearing hoods with Murray
State University colors on
them. These hoods are part of
the commencement attire for
finally
completing the
requirements for a Master's
degree . Some of us are
planning to continue our
educations to the doctoral
level and Murray State colors
will be with us for the rest of
our academic careers. We
only wish the institution was
as
proud
of
our
accomplishments as we are.
For the two years we have

:•

Referel)ce librarians sugge·s t gift idea

Adverti.aing 1118D.8ger

Kria Lawrence

a.b

Sheets finds fault with
conditions in library

n..t JLw~ Stou N-.11 publiahed WMk1J c1:1utns fall and aprin( ..--....... u08pt
during hollday and u.aJD!natlon perloda.

Dear Editor:
After reading the article ip
the April 23rd edition of tl\e
MSU News and having the
opportunity to speak with the
reporter Terry Harewood, "I
feel the need for rebuttal. The
article "Getting High at
MSU?" is misleading an;d
raises some issues with
myself.
'
I do not believe that anyone
involved with university
students and the surrounding
area
will
deny
the
availability of some drugs,
especially marijuana, in our
area. But, 600 dealers! Come
on- who is kidding whotn
here?
1
My personal · philosophy 11
this: if we have one person
involved in drugs, then -we
have a drug problem. I cannot
refute Mr . Harewood's
sources, but I can rely on otlr
sources and the neighboring
law enforcement agencies in
Western Kentucky.
A question raised : QWhere do you think that most
of this stuff comes from? A- I
think a lot of this stuff comes
in from Mayfield, but a lot of
it is easy to get in Murray
itself. I don't see why people
there make such a big deal
about it.
Probably drugs come into
Murray from the north, the
south. the east and west. I am
really concerned that the
source said: ''Why do people
there make such a big deal
about it." Because it is against
the law of the land. You can
go to jail or prison just for
having it in your possession.
If yout · .are caught and
eGnvictad you have a
permanent• police record.

Dear Editor:
We read with interest and are more dependent on the
amusement your "odds, ends currency of information in
and
imponderable " weekly
or
monthly
statement that the library publications.
didn't know that "many
In fiscal year 1982 our
books have been published periodical h oldings cost
since 1960."
$230,237; in fiscal year 1992
Since 1962, over 360,000 our holdings list, consisting
new volumes have been of essentially the same
added to the collection. number of titles , cost
However, beginning in 1984, $609,125. The impact of
funding
for
library inflation is apparent. Add to
materials became stagnant. our base cost for periodicals
In prior years the libraries the replacement cost for
ordered 10,000 to 27,000 new articles torn from volumes,
volumes each year; from 1984 entire issues that are stolen
to 1991, our annual purchase and the cost of binding
rate varied between 6,000 and · selected titles. If you want
10,000 volumes due to the more materials, the libraries
impact of inflation on a zero- will need more money to
growth budget. Compounding
acquire and maintain them.
the problem has been the use Since most libr aries are
of book funds to acquire
faced with the same funding
additional periodical t:t!e ~
dilemma, resource sharing
for those departments which
and access to remote

i
I=
~

databases will play a more
significant role in our future
service capabiHties. The
recent installation of an online system was the
important fust step in that
direction.
As for the books we do
have, we circulated 64,789 in
1972. We circulated 116,513
in 1992. It appears that
someone is reading our
books, both the old and the
new. We appreciate being
mentioned in your paper,
and
we
i nvite
your
assistance in helping us
inform the university
community of our budget
situation. The library is
often referred to as the
"center of the University." If
this is true, perhaps it is time
to
fund
the
library
accordingly.

•
1993 ColleAe

In the April
and Research Library Nelfs
there is an article entitled
"Winning Ways: How to Get
Class Gifts for Yodr
Library ."
This a rticle discusses
senior class gifts given to ~e
library. The author points ovt
that since the library servts
all the student body, a gift. J;o
the library ·benefits everyo~ .
Perhaps the class of '93
would be interested in su~ a
,project.

i

.

,

••

Sandra Sanden
Janet Brewer
J o Ann Collips
Lynda Larremore
reference department
University Libraries
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OPINIONS
Soon-to-be alumna considers MSU's future
When I entered Murray State
University four years ago, I never
expected to receive the quality of
education that I have, simply
because I believed that a good,
top-notch education was only
available from Vanderbilt or
Georgetown.
However, four yenrs at MSU
have certrunly changed my tune.
After the experiences I have had
fin my classes and extracurricular
~ activities, I can easily tell
I.incoming students that Murray
State is one of the best-kept
•secrets in higher education.
Although this quality education
, can be bought for a fraction of the
I cost of a .. big-name" school, the
,University still needs to keep its
' mission strongly focused on topquality academics.
~ • In four years, I have noticed
eome changes - some for the
·better, but others really concern
me as a soon-to-be alumna of this
•.school.
.
..
One of the b1ggest concerns has
1
• JUSt happened within the past two
years with the state budget
' situation. As the state continues to
decrease funding for higher
~ducation, universities have
• · •uffered because academic
" programs have been cut. MSU
• A

f~pring

about the athletics-versusacademics controversy.
Being a self-proclrum('d "nerd,"
I took the academic side and told
the council members that most
students do not atl('nd Murray
State to watch a football or
basketball game. Instead, students
come here to receive a highquality education for a small price
and they get the added benefit of
gaining leadership skills through
tons of extracurricular activities.

COMMENTARY
LEIGH
LANDINI
Associate
Editor
has taken about an 11 percent cut.
Each time the budget blade
swings, our education suffers.
As students, we protested with
a rally at Frankfort sponsored by
SGA. As alumni, we can voice our
opinions concerning higher
education by contacting our state
representatives and senators or by
eventually serving on the Board
of Regents.

environment and quality of
instructors helped earn MSU a
ranking in the 1992 U.S. News
and World Report Best Colleges.
This ranking says more for the
UniverSity than any appearance
inn post-season tournament
because it emphasizes the strength
of our academic programs and
that is what will ultimately draw
students to the University. After
all, what is the purpose of higher
education?
Besides the debate concerning
athletics and academics, the
University should be concerned
with maintruning its friendly
atmosphere. One of our strongest
selling points is that students,
faculty and staff are friendly
when visitors come to campus.

If I had wanted to attend a
school because of the football
team, I would have attended the
University of Tennessee at
Knoxville, but I did not believe
that I could get the type of
education there that I have gotten
atMSU.

Another change that I have
noticed recently is that many
students are not talcing the time
and effort to get actively involved
in student life. As a freshman, I
looked up to people like Jana
Davis, Cheryl Gentry, Eddie
Allen, Hugh Houston and others I
met through the newspaper and
Student Alumni Association who
were actively involved with
student life. I mapped out my
four years and decided that I
would be extremely involved.

However, in my four years, I
have noticed that people in some
areas (such as certain floors of
Sparks Hall, as documented by
senior surveys) are not as friendly
as they used to be. When I was a
freshman, it seemed as if you
could walk across campus and
through various buildings and
always see a smiling face. Now
it's rare when this happens.

Furthennore, I told the group
that many of my friends do not
have a chance to attend football
or basketball games because of
the amount of time we spend with
our academics and leadership
actitivities. Most of my friends
view football and basketball as
fonns of entertrunment, just like
going to the mov'les or "going
South"-- not as the main reason
for attending a university.
In fact, the top-notch academic

Administrators have worked
hard on preparing a budget each
timE' that does not cut. academics
too much, but other constituencies
come into play, even if the
University does not want to admit
it.
One of these is athletics. During
nn Alumni Association Executive
Council meeting recently, I used
my final meeting ns a student
representative to voice concerns

cut deeply and some workers are
overworked, but people should
still remember common courtesy
and be nice to others around them
·· especially those persons who
are just seeing MSU for the first
time. •

The bottom line is that all
students, regardless of
.
classification, race, gender or age,
should take a few minutes to get
involved with student activities. It
has been my experience that
through involvement one can
learn about other cultures and
gain leadership skills. So, if you
are not involved, please take the
time and become actively
involved in just one organization,
at least.

I realize that one of the reasons
for this is that budget cuts have

Even with the negative aspects
of four years, the University has
taken several positive sl('ps,
including opening of campus
security r('cords, adding more
multi-cultural programs, new
legislation concerning Board of
Regents selections, student input
for the student activity fee nnd a
commitment to quality in
academics.
Overall, I believe that I have
received a quality education, and
I think I am well-rounded and
well-qualified for whatever life as
a general assignment reporter at
the Paducah Sun might throw at
me (sorry Dr. Kurth. you're
not quite rid of me, yet).
But I will remain genuinely
concerned as an alumna about the
direction this university will take
in the future.
My parting wish to this
university is to keep emphasizing
quality academics, student
leadership, communication skills
and well-roundedness so that
students can achieve great thiags
after college and give MSU the
reputation that it de9el"Ves •• a
· winner.

grad remembers lessons learned

Believe it or not, I've been
-._:working on this commentary all
; '1Jemester-the one assignment I
• didn't wait until the night before it
., was due.
, I started early mainly because it
KRISTIE
~"is one of the hardest things I've
HELMS
,ever had to write -· a farewell
Senior
commentary summing up my
Editor
Jour years at Murray State
University in 400 words or less.
' ·Maybe I need a blue book.
She told me to shut up and just
~-o • I
remember when I first
pretend I was thousands of miles
... •decided to come to Murray State.
from home and forget about
• , At first, I was adamantly
running back every Friday night
~ ,opposed (a little phrase I picked
with my laundry basket in tow.
, up from the Faculty Senate) to
That was the best advice I ever
, coming here. In fact Murray was
had.
third on my list.
By being forced to stay on
But financial reasons forced
campus and adually interacting
• ine, like many others into
with people that weren't from the
•traveling a big thirty minutes
backside of Possum Trot, I've
·f rom my home to college.
t
lcarned
mor~. t\la.o I ever thought
.
I told mom that you don't really
I
woUld.
go "away" to college if you don't , In fact, during my four years
even change the pre-set stations
on campu~t . I've discovered
'on your car radio.
among otlier minga that:

• It is possible to starl studying

According to Terry Foreman and
Susan Maneck, there is more than
one religion in the world and
Becky Reynolds will point oct
that even someone aa culturally
deprived as l can learn to love the
theater.
• Despite the number of times I
have disagreed with President
Ronald J. Kurth, he is still very
cooperative when it comes to
midnight scavenger hunta.
• Freedom of speech still lives in
this country despite atudent
apathy and the fear faculty, staff
and ad.m:inistrators have, that if
they say the wrong thi.og, they'll
loee their jobs.
But, I think the most important
thing I've learned in coll~e haa
been how important my f&mily is

for a philosophy final at midnight,
write a six page paper discussing
Neitzchae, be on hand to help
Shoney's set up the breakfast bar,
and still make an A
• According to my firat English
teacher, Mike Miller, there are
people in the world like those
described in Edward Abbey's
Deaert Solitaire, who don't th.ink
the world shoUld be a cushy place
where you just sit around and
watch television all day. Could
have fooled me.
• 'fhere are somewhere around
6,000 ways to fu: Raman noodles,
macaroni and cheese and tuna
that will, in some insane way keep
you from starving.
• Certain realtors in Murray will
quote one rental price to you and
a 1lWAAlowe,, on,e to your mother.
• Thanks to Charles Daughaday,
I now know that classic Greek
tragedies can be more interesting
than any Stephen King novel.

tome.
Although I'll soon have •a
different last name, a degree in
hand and a new job to begin, the
lessons they taught me will never
be forgotten.

Thanks to my dad, I am fully
capable of skinning a rabbit or
squirrel and identifying each and
etVerY one of their internal organa.
He also taught me how dry ice
will bubble and smoke when
thrown in the toilet, how to roller
skate on top of IGA, how to get
Mario through the Vanilla Ice
Palace and how to repair air
conditioners. Don't ask.
And what did my mom instill
upon my impressionable self7
Helpful things like how to
balance a family and a job. She
taught me it was possible to take
an hour off work to run home and
get her oldest child's science
homework that she just had to
have.
I learned through her eumple
how you can make anything out
of roast beef and ueam of
muahroom soup as IC>ng as you
have a crock pot.
.
And I've learned that no matter
what, my mom, dad, sister and
soon-to-be-husband will be

standing behind and supporting
me 100 percent, whether it's
yelling for me aod my sister at
band contests, patting mo on tJl.e
back for a front page story, or
cheering when I finally get
through Bowser's castle.
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A day in the life of Murray State University
By ROB HART

Thursday, April
22_, shortly before
m1dnighf - I was

kind of &tuft', but I, being from a
little hick town in Tennessee, rve
never been faced ~th that
situation before and I just started
freaking out, you know. I was
just like 'No, no, this isn't
happening to me. Surely anybody
but me' and he said 'Empty your
wallet right now' and he put a
gun to my head and said 'Empty
your wallet right now."'
Huff said he lost about $100 in
cash, a watch and hia high school
class ring. His cousin lost $80
and a gold nugget ring. Having
the ring stolen was what
bothered Huft'moat he said.
"The other stuff I didn't really
care about," he said. "It was the
class ring that he took. My mom
paid, you know, good money for
that which she could have bought
eomet.bin& else with."
The story baa a happy ending.
Huff• grandparents bought him
anew ring.

sitting in a back room of the
public safety building with
patrolmen Michael Sandlin
and Shawn Quinn of Racer
Patrol. Sandlin, senior
occupational safety and
health major from Sturgis,
has worked here for about
two years and is now a
supervisor. Quinn, freshman
drafting and design major
from Wardell, Mo., has
worked as a patrolman since
last semester.

While these guys may look like
police officers, really they are
just student workers like any of
the students in Fast Tracks or
Sparks Hall. They do not carry
5:18a.m.· The morning crew at
guns and they have no more
Winslow Cafeteria had just
arrest powers than any citizen
cloclred in and they were already
who witnesses a felony being
hard at work cooking breakfast.
committed.
On the menu:
"We're always mistaken as the
80 lbe. bacon
police officers but we're just
35 Jbs. sausage
students like you," Sandlin said.
10 doz hard .boiled eggs
"Our power's basically to Students get pumped up for the day at 9:11 a.m. with step aerobics outside Carr Health building. This Is the first photo In a day of 8 n.. frozen eggs for
tattletale on people; babysit the chronicling life at MSU on film and paper.
acrambling
crt?wd_s; tell the ~Y who has been
10 pl. gravy
drinking to lose his beer; if they're fighting, call so~e dri~ers. You see the blue light, you know,
"I build anything from waterbeds to outside
450 biscuits
an officer, let the officer get in there and break youre gomg to toss your beer or you're going to structures," he said while tearing open trash
them up instead of sending Shawn in there to quit fighting. But you see some guy dressed in bags to find cans.
A
get beat up himself, you know. We don't want to ~~· you're not going to pay any attention to
In the two years he has been doing this, Tom
pproxlmately 6 a.m.• Sunrise. And S
endanger another student. [The public safety
said he has found television sets, microwave dsmn fine one, too. ,
officers] get paid, they've got the guns, they've
At Stewart Stadium I met Ryan Wilson, ovens, hair dryers, stereos, tools, speakers
got the arrest powers."
junior criminal justice major from Booneville compact discs, cassettes and clothes. Once h~ 8:35 a.m.· Like just about everyone at this
Sandlin said the l!atrol officers rely on Ind. Wilson hasr~n ~ patrolman Just over ~ found a jar containing $38 in ch~n.J.~ and time of year, English profeasor Kent Forrester
common sense and advtce frOm the public safety month ~ ~ ~ !»"~ ......... ~the ..,_, tmotlnw ~oflre·fbulllt a :t-rash ba
11 M --~· tGolr. 1iaDI ~ JIOwenr, to give me
the ten novels every student should have read
officer~. They receive no formal training, Much of his time ~spent in the press box at the purses in it.
•
something be would like to see changed.
stadium keeping an eye on the cars in the
"'none of these purses I found 27 cents and in during his or her coUege career. The list:
The Grapes ofWrath
"The RAs get training in like drunks and parking lot. Since this program was another one of the purses I found something
Tom Jones
suicidal people, stuff like that," he said. "I've implemented, vandalism and thefts on the north e~en h:etter; a 14 carat white gold engagement
The
Great Gatsby
encountered two suicidal students and it kind of si~e of the campus have declined markedly. nng wtth a quarter carat cluster of diamonds on
Wuthering Heights
helps if you know what to say to them so they Wilson also does some of the escorts on this side it," he said.
MobyDicle
don't kill themselve11. That kind f affected me of the campus. He joined us for the walk back to
He was offered $40 at a pawn shop for the
Huckkberry
Finn
persona.J.ly but I'd talked to people about suicide the public safety office.
ring but turned it down. Since then, it bas been
Prick
and
Prejudice
and if I had training for that I think it would
When we walked past Franklin Hall, someone appraised at $220 by a jeweler.
Emma
help. We'll work on that and maybe by next fall was walking in a side door with a twelve pack
He let his mother keep the ring.
Catch22
we'll have some better training."
under his arm. Sand.lirijust shrugged it off.
Fanny
Hill
The strangest thing Sandlin said he has come
~ could cause a lot of trouble with these guys 4:03 a.m. · Hart Hall security guard Rey
across on patrol happened about two years ago. but I want to be nice because I know they want Craig's eyes were alternating between the
So if you're planning on graduating next
Around 12:30 a.m., he and his partner found a to have a good time," he said. "But if I see it textbook in front of him and the television
male and a female nude in a bed on the stage of open, I'm going to nail them because it's stupid. locked on MTV that blared in the corner. Craig Saturday, take some time to drop by the library
Lovett Auditorium. Two other males were You don't speed in front of a state trooper, why junior journalism major from Buchanan, Tenn.: and pick up any you may have missed.
videotaping it. It turns out they were doing a do you want to walk in front of a unifonned guy usually has another guard with him but the
class project.
drinking beer. It's stupid.,;
student scheduled to work in Richmond called 11:11 a.m. • Anna Borries, junior
"Walking in on something like that, it looked
When we reached the parking lot in front of in sick, so his partner had to pick up the slack. communication disorders major from
like they were making a porno or having sex or Franklin, Sandlin walked to one of the lights It's usually a quiet job, Craig said, except for Henderson, and Mike Caldwell, junior electrica.l
something," Sandlin said. "But they all had and rolled up his jacket sleeve, revealing a long one night when he was relieving another guard engineering m~or from Murray, were sitting
at Franklin Hall and the guard told him there outaide of Faculty Ball enjoying the sunshine.
passes to be in there and when they have passes scar on his right arm. He got the scar on duty.
One night he was helping a was a snake in the stairwell. Craig didn't Caldwell·can affori to take a break because
we can't make them leave. They
weren't doing anything illegal, it
student who could not get his believe it at first, but went to check it out unlike many students, he bas a handle on hi~
classes and is ready for finals.
was for a class project. That was
headlights to work. Sometimes, if anyway.
"I only have to worry about one, in my
"That's when we called public safety and they
pretty strange."
there is a short, tapping the light
physics,"
he said. -.nte rest of them are going to
Sandlin and I, along with
will make it come on but when whacked it on the bead with a broom handle
be
all
right."
patrolman Derek Broad way,
Sandlin tried this, the headlight and took care of it," he said with a laugh.
Borries is in a more familiar position.
senior criminal justice major
shattered .. The result was 60
"I'm
not doing so good," she said. "I don't
4:56
a.m.
·
Alex
Huff,
freshman
pre·pharmacy
from Metropolia Ill. , walked to
stitches and a three day stay in the
Lovett Aud orium to make sure
hospital. He had no control of his major from Union City, was pumping quarters know. My finals are going to determine what
eYerything was locked up. Quinn
hand for five months and almost into the Aero Fighters game in Hart Hall. Huff kind of grade I mab. rm just not doing so good.
said he is planning on switching to a nursing I need to pull up my grades."
se parated a nd headed to the
lost the use of three fingers.
She said she has •kinda aorta• started
nc rth side of the campus to
"I'm out here trying to do major because of the chemistry involved in pretrol.
something good for somebody, get pharmacy. But when he was in high school, he studying.
"I've started asking questions, you know,
Instead of a leisurely stroll
them home because it was like 10 planned on going into law enforcement a
writing
questions down that rm going to need to
through the building, it was more
o'clock at night, and I almost lost decision he made after he and his cousin w~re
of a blitzkrieg with Sandlin and
three of my fingers because I was mugged one New Year's Eve in Memphis. Here's ask the professor because I don't understand.
Other than that I really haven't been."
Broadway racing through the
out here," he said. "This is not like what happened.
"We were standing outside of a club and it
auditorium on the way to the
worki"''lg for Winslow or working an
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
RAjob where you just sit there and was about 7:30p.m. and the club didn't open 12 :16 p.m. • Burton Folsom, professor of
until 8, but we got there a little bit early and he history, told hia modem American history class,
When we crossed the stage in
watch TV and talk on the phone."
was like 'Lets go over here and check out the "As you people ouaht to know by now, I'm a
Lovett, Sandlin said that when
staunch Republican and I was virtually
he was a rookie, black candles
1:19 a.m.· Trevor Rowe and Paul trolley.' So they were just starting to build the rather
in the streets of Murray when Reagan
dancing
and animal bones were found in
Hieb were seated in the downstairs trolley downtown and we walked over there and
the building.
TV lounge in the Curris Center checked it out, you know, and I thought it was won."
The looks on the faces of his students were
"That kind of scared me, to to
watching Apocalypse Now. The pretty cool and this black guy came walking up
neither
ones of surprise nor disbelief.
have to deal with the occult and
senior studio art majors from to us and I swear if the guy walked in front of
stuff," he said.
E.
Ch
h
Louisville do not usually work this me right now I could identify him because he
Patrolmen on this shift work 1ana 0 e urc works on late. They just came in to mop the looked exactlr like Eddie Murphy, exactly like 12:38 p.m. - Henry Willoughby was manning
unti11 a.m. but the late hours do a
copper bowl for steps in the building. Both like the Eddie Murphy in the face except he had a real the food cart on the first floor of Sparks Hall.
not really' affect the student metalsmithlng class at 2:08 job, especially the atmosphere and bad, you know, Jheri Curl stuff. He walked up But the cart does not fit into his long range
to us and he was like, 'You guys, you guys want plans; retirement does. It's just a matter of
officers' studies.
p.m.
the people.
"If something goes down and my adrenaline
"They don't treat you like they're to buy some weed?" and we were like 'No man, when.
"I don't have no set date," Willoughby said.
gets pumping, you know, and we bust somebody a~ve you or that you:re beneath them," Rowe we don't do that" you know, 'No, we don't want
'Tm
old enough to retire."
like a drunk, I won't go to bed until like 2:30 or 881d.."They tre~t you like equals and they treat any" and be goes 'Well, you guys sure?" and we
When
he does set a date, Willoughby plans on'
were like 'Yeah' you know, and he goes "Well, I
3 and .turn around and have to get up, I'm just you like people mstead of just the work force."
a move to Murfreesboro, Tenn. What will he do
really
need
a
lot
of
money
right
now,
you
know,
not pruned for class the next morning," Sandlin
1 :48 a.m. - Tom (not his real name) was I got a lot of bills and stuff, man' and I was like there?
said.
"A river runs down through there, the Iron
The worst part of the job according to Sandlin rummaging through a dumpster behind the 'Well, you know, you know, I'm sorry about your River. [rtl] get out and do a little fiahing with
Martha
Layne
Collins
Center
for
Industry
&
trouble and everything, you know, but, you
is weather and dealing with obnoxious people.
my grandkids."
In the past, officers have even had beer cans Technology looking for aluminum cans. Tom did know, I don't do that. And he said 'How about
not want his real name used because he is on you give me your money anyway' and I was like,
thrown at them from passing cars.
disability
and the $50 to $75 a week be makes you know, 'What?' and the guy pulled out a gun 2:08 p.m. - Elana DeCburch sat on the front
"We get more action than (the public safety
steps of the Applied Science and Technology
officers) even think about getting because we're selling cans might endanger his checks. He also and put it to my head and he said 'How about Building smoothing out the hammer marks in a
collects
steel,
copper
and
brass,
all
of
which
he
you
give
me
your
money'
and
I
just
started
out here among the students," Sandlin said as
copper bowl with sandpaper. The junior graphic
we walked across the parking lot at Regents sells. During the day he works as a self- freaking out. I mean, like my cousin, be's lived design ~or from Louisville bad been sanding
in Memphis all hia life and he knows about that
Hall. "We walk up on a fight, we walk up on employed carpenter.
so long her hands had turned green from the

Continued on next page
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FOCUS
and that's why they only keep
people here like a semester or
a year."
Thompson, who graduated
from MSU in 1983 with an
associate degree in drafting
and design, tells people that
Murray State is what you
make it. And he has made it
better for himself, and he said
he is enjoying college more this
time around.
"I guess the first time I went
through I was just kind of
winging it, going through the
motions,• he said. --r'his time
I've really buckled down and
it's showing with my GPA. My
grades are getting up there."

9:25 p.m. - Daryl Bushrod

Clovis Roy fills the Winslow salad bar with Ice at 5:32 p.m .. He estimates that it takes 70 gallons
to fill it.
Sweat: "Yeah. Something
Continued from 6A
different."
Newman: "Kind of a change."
"Walking in on
copper. The bowl was for her
metalsmithing class and will
something like
7ish - Sunset. Not ss
be a gift to her mother,
that,
it
looked
like
imp ressive ss sunrise,
"It's not an easy class," she
said. '"You have to know what
but it had s good best
they were making
, you're doing. It's fun, though,
and
it was easy to dance
a porno or having
once you get a knack for what
to. I give It a 75.
you're doing."
sex or something"
DeChurch said she had been
-Michael Sandlin
7:22 p.m. -The three most
putting all her time into
important
things when it
clasRes and had recently quit they are usually on campus
comes
to
real
estate are
her job to focus on an during weekends, they do not
location,
location,
location.
Eric
aclrievement which would be a think there is enough to do.
Thompson,
senior
civil
first in her collegiate career.
"I think they ought to
"I have a chance of getting a provide more entertainment," engineering technology major
4.0, depending on these two Sweat said. "Students like from Louisville, said location is
weeks so I quit because I concerts, things like that. I also key to minority retention,
wanted to focus on that," she think they should have 'at least when it comes to
said, her eyes fixed solidly on something scheduled every African American students
from his home town.
the bowl in her hands.
weekend to keep students here
"The minorities that come
because otherwise they're down here from Louisville,
3:14 p.m. - Ellen Sweat, going to go home because Murray State gets what's left
freshman English major from there's no place to eat on the 'over," he said. "If somebody
Paducah, and Chad Newman, weekend's here and there's says, 'I don't want to be so
undeclared sophomore also nothing to do."
close that I have to come home
from Paducah, were loading a
What about a campus-wide every weekend.' they can still
car for a trip home. The pair "talk like a pirate day" go to Western or Eastern
said they do not go home every sometime?
because those are far enough
weekend like many MSU
Sweat: "I think it'd be very away, but this place is really in
students, but this weekend interesting, especially in class." the boonies. When you get
was specia\. Chad's cousin was
Newman: "I think it'd be all dQ~ here and you look around
gett~g marri~6\{ ,M dJ 'Y@iJ.e : right. Something different."-¥ fl. ·and iee there's very little to do
l
I

was pushing a broom on the
first floor of Faculty Hall, but
he does not plan on doing tbia
the rest of his life. The building
service technician is taking
advantage of free classes
offered to full·time MSU
employees and is working
toward a degree in sociology.
"The way tuition is, it's great
to be able to go to school free,"
he said.
Bushrod has attended two
other schools, the University of
Texas and Loyola of Chicago,
both
on
basketball
scholarships. He plans on
finishing up at Murray State,
but is getting tired of the
limited number of classes he
can take while working.
"I've applied for some loans
and some grants and if that
comes through, I think I'll try
to take a leave of absence from
here and try to go more than
just three hours because I don't
like that, just three hours here.
I'll be forever finishing," he
said. "But I've got a mouth to
feed, you know and at 33 years
old it's kind ofhardjust to drop
everything and go back to
school, but it will benefit me.•

9 :54 p.m. - Scott Gamble,
senior
environmental
engineering technology major
from Carmi, Ill., was part of
the crowd leaving "'A Dance in
Any Language," a concert by

hear my
own voice,
to have to
break into
it, or
sometimes!
don't want
to have to
quit reading
long enough
to have to
talk."
Rogers
and her
husband
Wade are
planning to
embark on
anew
endeavor in
about six
months;
that of
parents.
"I'll be
thirty years
old when it
happens,
Eli zabet h Eld e r a nd S imone Whipple o f thebuthey, I'm
Gaussian Eliminators show off their muddy duds getting
there.•
following their Mudba ll game at 3:22 p.m.
the dance company at the
Shortl~
Johnson Theater. Hia reaction? before midnight
"'twas very entertaining. It At the public safety office,
was a good way to spend the Todd Jennings, senior public
evening. The dance concert is relations
major
from
my favorite art event of the Frankfort, ia getting ready to
year. It's always great. I love go on patrol. His partner will
the music; I love the dancers; be Ryan Wilson, whom I met
and I understand most of the by the stadium nearly 24 hours
dances. That's why I like it so earlier. Like the other Racer
much."
Patrol officers I had talked to,
Jennings likes his job.
"It's a little better than
11 :05 p.m. • The "World
Horizons" program had just sitting in an office all day
ended on WKMS and Molly answering the phones or
Rogers was relaxing and whatever," he said. "You get to
listening to "Rhythm Review". meet a lot of people. It's pretty
Rogers, .senior English major enjoyable."
from Murray, does not plan on
Jennings and Wilson will be
making radio a career. She securing buildings, patrolling
plans on teaching English parking lots and keeping an
someday. But for now she eye out for alcohol, the same
likes her present job.
way Racer Patrol ends and
"'It's a good reading job," she begins every day in the life of
said. "You get to listen to a lot Murray State University.
of good music. Especially on
my shift.
•Sometimes I'm enjoying the
12:01 a.m. · BEDTIME,
music so much I don't want to
finallyt

•
••
'

' '

'
Now through
May3

Bring them back!
Whether used on this
campus or not. We buy
all titles having
resale market valu e.

Buy Back Hours:
8:30a.m.- 4 p .m.
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New T -Room hours set Program aids international
students with English skills

By ALLISON MILLIKAN

Food Services Schedule for Fall 1993 - -

Staff Writer

Wh en th e s un sets next
fall , students will no longer
have to go off campus to eat
restaurant-style food .
Th anks to t wo food service
con s ultants and student
interest , the Thoroughbred
Room will be open on
weeknights next semester.
BilJ Benriter, director of
food services, said the TRoom will be open from 7
a .m. to 7 p.m. beginning the
first day of registration this
fall.
"I think students will be
sati sfi ed ," Benriter said
about the extended hours.
Besides the extended hours,
fr eshmen a nd so ph omores

Pony Expreu
8 a.m. -10 p.m. (M- Th)
8 a.m. - 6 p.m. (F)
6 p.m. :- 10 p.m. (Sun)
Hart dell
6:30a.m. ·10 p.m. (M ·F)

Winslow
6:30 a.m. - 9 a.m. breakfast (M ·F)
10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. lunch (M · F)
4 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. dinner (M • F)
10:30 a.m. -1 p.m. brunch (S & Sun)
4 p.m. - 6:30p.m. dinner (S & SUn)
T'room
7a.m. -7p.m.

One of the desired characteristics of a
Murray State graduate is the ability to
understand the dynamics of cultural
diversity. The English Language Institute
program, designed to help international
students with their English skills, will help
students achieve this understanding.
Milton Grimes, chairman of the
department of foreign languages, said the
p rogram is designed to help international
students who are qualified to begin study at
Murray State, but need more help with
language skills.
Approximately 15 to 20 students from all
over the world will participate in the
program which begins July 5 and concludes
August 13. During the program, studen ts
will have 20 to 25 hours of instruction on
improving grammar, writing, conversation
and listening skills.
"This is for students who are
academically strong, but they still need
some assistance in language," he said.
"It's a tremendous challenge and this will
provide support for students as they make
the transition from their language to
Engli sh ."
Mike Morgan, English instructor, said
this is an educational exp erience for
everyone associated with the University, not
just international students.
"More international students help to
create a better understanding of a
multicultural diversity," he said.
Yushin Yoo, professor of libraries who
recently traveled throughout Asia, said
people show a strong interest in
participating in the program.
"We get 10 to 20 letters each month
inquiring whether we have this type of
program," he said. "There is a great
demand for it."

,. FastTracn

' ~11 a.m. - 10 p.m. (M- Th)
, 11 a.m. • 8:30 p.m. (F)
' 1p.m.· 8:30p.m. (S)
1 p.m. ·10 p.m. (Sun.)

Stables

3 p.m. - 10 p.m.

SugarCube

By AMY GREWE
Assistant News Editor

~

8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Source FOOD SERVICES

who currently cannot eat in menu. He said the T-Room
the T-Room using their meal grill will not be set up at
tickets will be allowed to do night, but the grill in the
so from 3 to 7 p.m .
Stables will remain in use.
Benriter said the menu for
the evenings will be slightly
different than the daytime

Benriter said students may
either pay with meal cards,
cash or declining balance.

Housing policy changed
By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Ed1tor

A change in the housing
exemption
policy
for
members
of
Greek
organizations will have an
impact on how these
organizations
choose
officers.
The issue of housing
exemptions changed when
the Board of Regents
request ed a reduction . or
elimination of housmg
exemptions for Greek
organizations at its March
meeting.
Jim Baurer, director of the
Curris Center and student
life, headed a committee that
examined this issue.
The policy was presented

as an informational item to
the Student Government
Association recently and
will be presented to the Board
on May 8.
According to the policy,
organizations may only
request three exemptions for
officers to live in the Greek
house, and in order to be
considered, the officers must
be part of a pool of officers
identified by each group and
should represent the most
important officers of the
organization. The pool is a
mazimwn of 55 exemptions
of which 42 are designated
for incentive grant students.
Organizations must also
require all eligible members
to live in the house, the policy

says. If an organization still
needs exemptions to fill the
house, it may appeal for any
unused exemptions in the
pool. Priority is given based
upon officer requirements
and house space.
Exemptions also require a
release fee
of $50 per
semester. Students from
incentive grant counties
must deposit $175 into a
declining balance account,
according to the policy.
." That way, the loss to
auxillaries
could
be
reduced," Baurer said.
Auxiliaries lose $38,000 per
semester
because
of
exemptions, but the change
would reduce the loss to
$24,000 per semester.

Congratulations l:l:l:

Many thanks to the Beta Chi's

on your success in
All-Campus Sing!

"The Blind Date Dance"

Love,
The Sisters in

Al:A
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1993~94 Stude~t ~l ~bassadors

As a fat her of four children , I am
concerned about the increase in
crime and burglaries, drug and
alcohol offenses, and the incidents of
violence against women and children.
The overwhelming majority of drug
offenders prosecuted in District Court
serve no jail time by plea bargain with
the current county attorney.

and their newly elected offices:
President
Whitney Steele

Vice President of P.ublic Relations
Kim Dunlap

'

Vice President of Membership Vice President of Student Alumni Assoc.
LaSenna Powell
Josh Duvall
l.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

RANDY HUTCHENS

Vice President of School Relations
Mallory McClure

Secretary
Jennifer McCuan

Vice President of Alumni Affairs
Karen Planey

Parlimentarian
Mike Hopkins

Social Chair
Carrie Ash

I

CALLOWAY COUNTY A1TORNEY
Paid for by Committe. to Elect Jtaruly Hutchen•, lArry E"!~4rul, Treaum

~~------------------------------------~
Twin Lakes Office Su}lply
Se rving the area for over 20 years
516Main
MUITay, Ky.
753-0123

~

Tilanks KA's for a great
Old South!
Love, the sisters of
Alpha Sig•••a Alpha

~

in

IT'S TIM£ FOR A CHANG£;
IT'S TIME fOR RESULTS!

Grimes said that although other
universities have programs such as this,
most do not include extracurricular activies
to provide informal practice with language
skills.
"That is what makes our program
unique," he said. ''Most of th em provide
classes, but we felt we needed t o provide a
stronger langu!lge program."

A:tA KA A:tA K.A AI.A K.A Ar.A KA AI.A KA A:tA KA Ar.A KA

ALPHA DELTA PI ~
Congratulates all who participated

~

~

Love, your sisters in

Sigma Sigma

"They have a great respect for learning
and parents are willing to pay this kind of
money," he said.
Yoo said other universities also have this
type of program and are visiting different
countries to recruit students as well.
"Some of the larger schools have
established overseas offices in some areas,
for instance, in Japan and Korea," he said.
Yoo also "said some universities are
paying commission to their contacts at
various sites.
"For instance, the University of San
Diego pays 10 percent of each recruit's
tuition back to the recruitment agent in
their country," he said.
Morgan sa id students will also have
extensive outside class a ctivities to
compliment what they are doing in class,
such as a camping trip to Land Between the
Lakes and a St. Louis Cardinals baseball
game.

A:tA KA Al:A KA .Al:A KA AJ:.A KA A:tA KA AJ:.A KA A:tA KA

for putting on

'II~-~--Si8lD8

Yoo said during his trip he visited a
native of Thailand who was a Murray State
graduate.
"Many American friends contact him to
set up business meetings in Thailand," he
said. "That is a good example of how
associations with students help establish
contacts in the professional area." Yoo
said that although the estimated cost for an
international student to attend the summer
program is about $2,190, parents see it as a
high achievement for their children.

--

Con~atulations ~
All 1993
MSU Graduates!

Doug Bell
Stacy Bell
Wendy Boucher
Leslie Brown
Allison Burgess
Kristi Cowan .
Krista Fennel
Catherine Frazier
Bobby Glass
Donna Houston
Mo nica Johnson
Chris Lnagness
Tina Maderos
Jennifer M attingly
Cammie Maxwell
SamMcelya

Diana McGregor
Cliris Moses
TadMott
Katherine Oakley
Michele Owens
Tina Pollard
Cyndi Redmon
Stacy Russelburg
Matt Sanders
Cindy Shew
Nicole Stockton
Katie Thurgood
Kerry Walker
Carl Watkins
Michael Williams
Angie Wilson
ALTERNATES:

Adrienne Pankey
Pamela Gravely

Laurie Austin
Vivian Hon
Ginger A dams

Good Luck to Mark Whitt and the rest of our graduating ambassadors.
We 'll miss you all!

I'
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Program aids careers Senate holds election
Staff Report

BIS offers options for non-traditionals
know
people
like
themselves."
One thing unique to the
" ... We are trying
While most of us are
BIS program is that every
familiar
with
the
to focus on people student must complete a
traditional baccalaureate
senior thesis before
who can match
programs, Murray State
graduating, something that
offers
a
unique'
what the program
Lawson stresses during the
undergraduate degree
can deliver. ''
recruiting process.
designed to attract former
"They've got to be ready
col1ege students who have
-Hughie Lawson
to
undertake a major
gone on to the work world
writing
project
in
and
people
already
academic writing," he
involved in work careers
"There is stopping out and said. "They've got to be
who want to improve their
skills - the Bachelor of there's dropping out," prepared either now to do
that, or they've got to be
Independent
Studies Lawson said.
willing to get prepared."
degree.
"The main difference is
Prospective students must
The program is designed that a person who stops out is also have completed 12
to upgrade skills already not a drop out, but is someone hours of college work.
gained in the work place, who
has
purposefully
Another thing which is
not to teach the basics, said decided, 'Well, I'm just not
particular
to the BIS
Hughie Lawson, director of going to do anything this
program
is
portfolio
credit
the BIS program.
semester because I've got too or assembling a file of
"The program is not a much going over here,"' h~ materials to show you have
first-job
credential said. "Stopping out is a fairly mastered the content of a
program," Lawson said. big phenomenon of adult specific course.
"A teaching certificate programs and it's not
The portfolio is evaluated
gives you a job ticket. A necessarily a negative departmentally and a
nursing degree, if you pass event."
maximum of 30 hour s of
the professional exams,
Students are considered credit may be earned this
gives you a job ticket. This active in the program if they way. There is a $25 fee for
degree program does not complete six semester hours the portfolio administration
have that kind of purpose .. of progress per year.
process and a $25 fee for
Its purpose is for people that
each
portfolio su bmitted,
Lawson said the program
are already in their .relies on word of mouth plus $5 per credit hour for
credits which are approved.
permanent careers."
recruiting.
The· idea of portfolio
Lawson said there are 45
"That is to say, our
students enrolled in the strategy right now is to do as credit is becoming more
program this semester who good a job as we can popular nationwide and is
are taking classes on advising and working with seen by some educators as
campus with another 45 to the students we have in the simply a tool to increase
50 students active in the program right now," Lawson enrollment.
Some of the more popular
program who are not on said.
areas of BIS study,
campus. Those students
"The BIS program is not
may be taking classes at for everybody, so we are according to Lawson,
psychology
community colleges or trying to focus on people who include
through correspondence can match what the program organizational commun:
classes
with
other can deliver," he said. "We ications, management,
business
and
social
universities.
think the best way to do that science.
Some students enrolled is to help students succeed in
in the program may also be the program now, and my
Editor'• Note: This Is the s1xth in a
belief is that people always senes or articles concerning education.
"stopping out" for awhile.
~y ROB HART
Viewpoint Editor

Faculty members were
elected to
governance
positions during Faculty
Senate's Tuesday, April 20.
Faculty representatives
from each college serve on
the following committees:
• Academic Appeals Board:
This committee, under the
provost and vice president for
academic affairs, will hear
appeals that have not been
addressed by the appellant's
department or college.
• Academic
Council:
oversees all undergraduate,
graduate
and
library
programs.
• Promotion and Leave
Committee:
reviews
applications for promotions
and leave.
They do not
make decisions or recommendations regarding promotions and leave. However,
they are responsible for
malting sure the correct

Faculty Committees Election Results

At-Large Representatives to Faculty
Senate
Ray Conklin. Hamid Kobrael, NWlC"f
Nygaard

University Tenure - Frank Elwell
College o1 Fine Arts & Communi-

cation
Academic Appeals Board • John

At-Large Representative to Univer-

Staffa

sity Judicial Board

Sharon Myatt

Academic Council • Jad< Dressler
University Tenure- Steve Bishop

College o1 Business & Public Affairs
Representatives
·
·
Acadamlc Ap~s Board - Eddie

College o f Industry & Technol~y
Academic Council - Baseam Atfeh
Promotion & Leave · Jim Davl&
·

Driver

Academic Council- Joe Rose

University Tenure· Mary Conover

of

College of Education

Science .
.
Academic Appeals Board • Harvey
Elder
University Tenure- Betty Powell

College of Humanistic Stu diM
Academic Council - Bill tallcker

Aeademk: Council • Janet Brewer
University Tenure- Ernie Bailey

Promotion & leave - Gary E!roel<way
Ul'llverslty Tenure -Gene Gatfteld
University Tenure -Chuck HuDek

College

Ubntrle8

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

process has been followed.
• University Tenure Committee: also does not make
any
decisions
or
recommendations regarding
tenure; it only makes sure

the correct process has been
followed.
The newly elected committee members took their
posit!ons immediately upon
being elected.
~ ...

Bartolucci· consults for UN
By JENNIFER MOORE

8 To analyze the objectives

Copy Editor

Luis Bartolucci, professor
of geosciences at Murray
State University and senior
consultant for the United
Nations,
was
a
representative at the Second
Space Conference of the
Americas (II Conferencia
Espacial de las Americas)
earlier this month.
The conference was held
April 26-30 in Santiago,
Chile, as a follow-up to the
June 1992 Earth Summit.
"The overall flavor of this
conference is the application
of space and science
technology for solutions to
global
environmental
problems," Bartolucci said.
According to the conference
program, the government of

and achievements of the first
· space conference and follow
up those projects already
approved;
• To assemble American
specialists to exchange
knowledge, experiences and
advances in the space field;
and
8 To promote and reinforce
specialization and training
LUIS BARTOLUCCI
of American scientists and
Working with United Nations
researchers.
To reach these four
Chile established four basic
objectives for the conference objectives, Bartolucci said
in
order to "further conference coordinators have
an
agenda
strengthen and advance in proposed
the exchange of experiences:" addressing four areas for
8 To harmonize regjonal participants: political aspects, ~
science
andt
efforts to obtain a flow of space
technology,
educatio~
and:
scientific communication in
juridical sciences.
!
research and the space field;
•I
I
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SAA .MODBALL '93 WINNERS
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Kelly Breeze~
· U)ura:PMe· «
Br&nda Bowlin ' , \ W~Y!'!l?ate 4
Nate Harmon , ~ Ra~h9Re>f:loberhi·'"

,
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,Tyrone Scott ·:'. ~> ):~ \ < •.....
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'Brigfit
!futures

Also, thanks Mike Hopkins and Josh
Duoall for yet another successfu l SAA
Mudball! You both did an awesomejob!

Thank you goes to niversity Bookstore, Zax' s
Sports, Campus Coffeeshop, Curris Center,
Papa Johns, and Public Ice!
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Re5mllrant
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
Every day- 6 a.m. 'tilll a.m.
-2 Eggs •Bacon or Sausage
•Hash Browns •Biscuits & Gravy

ONLY

$1.85

Don't Miss Our...

WEEKDAY NOON

BUFFET
11 a.m. 'tll 2p.m.

•Meats •vegetables
•Salads •Homemade Rolls

ONLY

$3.95

MSU

Health Services
Congratu!ates the .1-993 graduating c£assl
m fwpe your choices and changes have
6een fiea{thy ones.
-

~
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TS .& ENTERTAINMENT
.Cornography
Freshman organizes music festival in Metropolis cornfield
By JANICE M. FULPS .
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

The peace, love and hippie beads
generation had Woodstock, but the
apathy, sex and grunge generation has
something even better...CORNSTOCK.
Comstock, a nineties music fest, is
the brainchild of Dan Henderson,
freshman music education major from
Metropolis, Dl.
Henderson said the idea for
Comstock developed when he and some
friends decided that the local bands in
Metropolis needed a place to showcase
their talents.
'There seems to be an extraordinarily
large number of musicians in this
area," Henderson said. "I wanted
lesser-known bands, people that need
the opportunity to play in front of a big
crowd."
Henderson said the music festival got
its name because the first one took
place between two cornfields on·the
21st anniversary of Woodstock.

Henderson said Comstock baa had a
successful history so far and is
attracting bigger crowds every summer.
The ft.rst Comstock took place in the
summer of 1990 and was advertised as
a party.
"The first year we just went as cheap
as we could," Henderson said. "Our
friends would donate their time and
whatever they could."
Henderson said a semi-t r ailer was
used as a stage, t -shirts were printed
and about 400 people showed up.
The next summer, Hender son said
ComstoCk required more responsibility,
room and money.
It was moved to a 20-acr e field,
portable toilets were provided and
scaffolding for a bigger stage was
rented.
The crowd doubled with 750 to 800
people in attendance.
Henderson said last summer's show
h a d the bi ggest crowd to date with
1,200 in at tendance for t h e day-lon g

concert.
Henderson said MTV was contacted
last year and showed inter est in
attending Comstock 93.
Henderson said this year t h e event
will undergo many changes.
He said it will not be advertised as a
part y as in the past, but as the
Comstock Music Fest ival, so that the
focus can be more on the music.
"'n the past, it's been more of a rock
'n' roll event, but I'm going to make it a
more diverse music event," he said ...I'm
going to have ever ything from
bluegrass to country to rock 'n' roll to
blues. I f we h ave en ough ban ds, we
might make it a two-day event."
Henderson said the more adult and
family-oriented music will be performed
during the day.
Volleyball, frisbee and horseshoes are
other forms of entertainment available
at Comstock.
·
Th e m u sic a ppealing to y oun g er
crowds will be played at night.

Another change which will take place
this summer is that the event will not
be for profit.
"'We're going to donate all profits to
Massac County charities: he said.
Henderson is not only involved in t.he
behind-the-scenes work, such as
interviewing b ands, scheduling
pr omotions,
organizing
stage
construction and security, he also
performs along with his band, The
Front.
The Front is made up of four
Metrop olis natives, three of whom
atten d Murray State.
Henderson plays bass guitar and does
vocals. Daron Legereit, senior music
education major, plays keyboard and
does vocals. Jason Hayes, sophomore
music education major, is the drummer
and vocalist.
H enderson said details concerning
Comstock are st ill being made . The
tentative date is August 14, and the
site of the event is to be announced.

Photos courtesy of TRI·STAR PICTURES

THE BIG BOYS OF SUMMER
With the end of the school year comes the beginning of the flood of summer movie releases.
Among the projected winners a re Mike Myers and Nancy Travis starring In So I Msrried sn Axe
Murderer (top left), Sylvester Stallone's return to the big screen In Cliffhanger (top right) and ,
Meg Ryan and Tom Hanks s quaring off In Sleepless In Seattle (above).

A standard aspect of Hollywood summer releases has long
been the sequel. One of the more curolus entries In the race
for summer box office receipts stars Jonathan Silverman
(left) and Andrew McCarthy as two insurance salesmen who
still can't seem to get rid of .their dead boss (Terry Kiser).
That's right, It's Weekend at Bemle's 2.

by KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The Coreys:
the end of
an era?
Cor ey H aim a n d Cor ey
Feldman.
The n ames do not exactly
strike fear in the hearts of
members of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences,
but,
I
am
embarrassed to say, the t"[O
always t um out entertaining
films.
They say that entertainment
defines a generation, and sad
88 it may seem, The Coreys, in
their own way, defined the
eighties.
Growing up, wh enever a
good date movie was needed,
The Coreys were always there
to please. Their films never
bother ed to have a confusing
plot, or much of a plot at all,
becau se
wh at
person
struggling through puberty
wants anything additional to
think about?
Their characters never had
much depth, but they never
needed depth; t h e Coreys
simply played themselves.
The situations would change
and their characters names
would change, but deep down,
they were still The Coreys .
• 'l'bij 'Coreyr could ahrays be
counted on to chum out 'one
high·school-nerd-gets-the-girlof·his-dreams movie after the
other, rotating who gets t h e
girl from film to film.
Whether the film was
Lianse to Dri~, a riveting tale
of a young lad who goes to ~e
extreme', risking life, liberty
and personal property so he
can go on a date with the girl
of his dreams (Corey Haim
gets the girl), or Dream a
Little Dream, a riveting tale lof
a young lad who goes to the
extreme, risking life, liberty
and personal property so he
can go on a date with the girl
of his dreams (Corey Feldman
gets the girl), The Cor~ys
always deliver.
Unfortunately, the hard
times surrounding Hollywood
have recently stricken The
Coreys 88 well. The two, after
several trips to drug and
alcohol rehab centers, have
been swept up in the wave of
"erotic thriller s" as the
industry calls them.

!!s tudents discuss international influence in U.S. ~:o'2~€fi~':£~~~:
1By ANDREA J ONES

[except] the enlightened ones," Victor
IStaffWrtter
Equakem, senior printing management
I· American mus ic and movies have major from Nigeria, said.
linfluenced the cultures of many nations
That influence is also reciprocal i~
!around the world. Perhaps a more other countries. American music and
'important, but less talked about aspect movies now reach the far ends of the
is the underlying influence of the rest of globe.
fthe world on American culture.
Vincent Cornelius, sophomore finance
•some Americant; don't want to major from Antigua, said that his
appreciate · other
countries' culture is greatly exposed to American
entertainment, culture, traditions, etc. culture through the mass media,

!

:
1

including cable and CNN.
"We have all the channels back home
that you have," Cornelius said.
Cornelius said his favorite actors are
Eddie Murphy and Steve Martin.
"Every movie and song that is
released here in the states goes to
Nigeria within one to two week s,"
Equakern said. •I believe American
entertainment has spread world wide."
Th ough Great Brit ain has greatly

influenced the American music and film
industries, American influence is
absent.
"If [there is an influence], it is so
insignificant I cannot see it," said
Daniel Kerrvish, junior philosophy
major from Rugby, England.
•Ther e is very little influence.
American bands tend to be less original
and slower off the mark, excluding
REM of course," Kerrvish said.

plots. Currently being featured
on Cinemax and maybe three
video store's shelves, Blown
Away is quite possibly the end .
of an era, perhaps the last
time the two will work
together.
Can the public survive
without The Coreys? It will be
hard, but probably. Can The
Coreys survive without the
public? I doubt it.

· ~----------------------------
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Three Murray State theatre majors will gain
exceptional theater, dance and acting
experience this summer in professional theaters
all over the country.
These unique professional jobs will find the
students in such places as upstate New York,
New Yo~k City and Pennsylvania.
These students' future aspirations and goals
are already being fulfilled even before
graduation.

Story on page 11 A

The National Scouting Museum has
added a new exhibit with the help of a
local troop.
Murray Girl Scout Troop 3093 has
been involved with all aspects of the
newexhibit, "Following in the Footsteps
of Friends: Girl Scouts through the
Decades."
Trocp 3093 completed the exhibit in
honor of Girl Scouting's 81 st year.They
helped with exhibit design, mount
building, script writing and production.
The exhibit can be seen from 9 a.m.
to 4:30p.m., TuesdaythroughSaturday,
12:30 lo 4:30p.m., Sunday.

Computer Bookstore

Now book lovers can curl up with
their favorite story right in front of their
own personal computer. The Internet
networkhascreatedacomputer service
called the Online BookStore.
The service will let anyone with the
need to readandacomputerbrowseits
"shelves." Of course, the service isn't
free. Each hour spent with the Online
BookStore will cost you five dollars. For
an additional five dollars, you can have
an entire book downloaded and
displayed right before your very eyes.
Or for the same or cheaper price, you
can drive yourself to the local library.
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Theatre maJors find summer jobs
By JENNIFER STEWART
Staff Writer

''It looks fabulous
Every college student wants
one, most students only dream
on a resume when
of them and only few of them
I get out.''
actually get one: a professional
-Nicole Cooper
summer job.
With today's economy. the
only way to get an advantage
over the competition is with contract with the company and
her part will include singing
experience.
Fortunately, three Murray and dancing. She will begin
her job May 21 and it will run
State theatre majors were
lucky enough to find until Sept. 26.
Nicole attended the Midwest
professional employment this
Convention
at Webster College
summer
in
St.
Louis
where dance and
As everyone knows, the
theater
companies
come from
entertainment business can be
all
over
the
United
States to
a long and winding road to
find
prospective
employees.
success. For Nicole Cooper,
Leticia Usher and Tiffany She said this is how she found
Cooper, their start down the her job.
•Most theatre majors go to
road to succesa has begun on a
the convention every year and
positive note.
Nicole Cooper, sophomore try-out," Nicole said.
Nicole said she hopes to do
theatre major from Louisville,
will spend her summer in this type of work after
Bardstown where she will play graduation in New York in
the part of Mary in The either aa a professional actress
Stephen Foster Story.
or dancer.
Nicole will have a full
"The summer work will help

STATUESQUE
"Aurora," by Trevor J. Rowe, Ia currently on display In the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery aa part of the Student Art Exhibit.

for more job opportunities and
I'll have an edge on others,"
Nicole said. "And it looks
fabulous on a resume when I
get out."
Usher is a senior theatre
major from Benton. She will
have the opportunity to work
at Camp Echo Lake in upstate
New York as an assistant
theater director.
Usher said she will spend
eight weeks working there. She
said she heard about the job
from a friend who previously
worked there.
•I sent an application and a
resume and they called me
back and made an offer,"
Usher said.
For Usher, her summer job is
ideal because along with her
theatre degree, she is also
working towards her teaching
certificate.
*It will give me experience in
theatre as well as working
with kids," Usher said.
After graduation, Usher said
she hopes to work in theatre
but also teaching children.

Tiffany Cooper, senior
theatre major from Louisville, '
will spend her summer at
Hershey Park in Hershey, Pa.
Tiffany said she will be ~
performing in the amusement ,:
park's musical review of rock
music from the 1920s through
today. She will be singing and .•
dancing in the show which will :~
last from May 26 through Sept.

7.

·t

Tiffany said abe will gain '
valuable live show experience
from her summer job.
..'
'Tve got my equity eligibility 1
card because of this job which
will let me audition for t
broadway shows and film," she ~
said. "Since I'll be right near \
New York, I can audition there
while

rm working,

II

}

After graduation Tiffany said i
she would mainly like to stay •
in New York and do stage work •
and eventually work her way
into film.
"I have an offer on a cruise 1
ship line doing a traveling ·
show around Europe,11 Tiffany '
said.
'

Beware: Student-directed play confronts current issues in frank manner ·
By JANICE M. FULPS

REVIEW

Assistant Arta and ErQrtalnment Edtor

If you liked the Cameron Crowe
movie SiTJ6les for more than just the descriptions.
music, you will love A Girl'• Guide to
The main characters in the play are
Chaos.
women representing a variety of
· Chews, written by Cynthia Heimel fields.
in 1991, deals with the aame
Cynthia, the principal character, is
sensitive, yet familiar and confusing a neurotic writer. Cynthia's
topic...dating. In the play it is spoken confidants, Cleo and Rita, are a
about from the female's point of view, fashion- smart scientist and an earthy
with an occasi9nal word of wisdom feminiat aculptor, respectively.
from the "everyman."
These characters, who are bitter,
Chaos was described by ita director, angry and fed-up with the dating
Shane Morton, and assistant director games and rules, begin the play with
Jake Wheat aa raunchy and rude, but three different monologues rehashing
realistic and hilarious. Morton and the story of the women's movepent
Wheat were dead.on with thei r and women's rOles in relationahit•·

Ir.---------------------~I
I
I
I
I

:
I
:

Cleo disappointedly cites a statistic hold hands, what to talk about on a
which said women have more of a date, giving and receiving oral sex,
chance of getting killed by a terrorist satisfactory and excessive penis size,
than getting married. Cynthia adds masturbation and more.
that "these are the times that try a
The male in the play represents
girl's soul! ' Rita complains everyman, from the sensitive, cute
dramatically that she wants a *real" type to the anybody's ex-boyfriend
man.
type to the atud to the lounge lizard.
Some colorful language as well as
The everyman, though picked at a
some physically suggestive gestures lot in this play, does offer some
are used to show just how insight. For example, he attempts to
emphatically these women feel about answer the question puzzling women
the nerve-racking nuances of dating.
for decades- why do men not call?
The play shows how women
The play is wonderful because it
confront dating and all of the mind does not rely on grand scenery to
gamee associated with it.
make it work.
They talk about the important
The characters spend the majority
things like what to wear.. when to of. their time in a realistic

I ES EI YE

OFFICERS'

contemporary
setting,
the.
coft'eehouae.
The actresses . and actor do an
excellent job. They confront the issues
very matter-of-factly, naturally and 1
without giggles and emba.rassment. •
Choos is hilarious and deals with a
topic to which everyone can relate.
I would advise that those who are
not very open-minded and have
problems with four-letter words not ·
bother at1end.i.ng this play.
For those who 'like a good laugh,
don't miss it.
The play can be seen tonight at 8 in
Room 310B of Wilson Hall. Admission
is free to students with MSU ID, $1
for non-students.
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CongratuCations
Murray State Co{fegiate 1'1'.!4. Officers
1993-94

Presitlent - 'Danny 'Everett
'llice-Presitfent - CrystalS ta!Cons
Secretary- Pfii{fip (jroves
rrreasurer -'Breece !Hayes
~porter - rzfuu£ Jones
Sen tine{- ?{grm 'Mims
Par{ianuntary - r.Brati ~titiict

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
TBISGUY
ISINCLISS.
Excitement and adventure II the course
d88Cription, and Army ROTC 11 the name.
lt'1 the one college elective that bullcU
your Hlf-confidence, develope your leaderahip potential and helps you take on the
chaDenges of command.
There'• no obligation wttil your junjor
year, and that meant there's no reuon not
to try 1t out right now.

I

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIITEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU W TilE.

CONTACT
CPT. DEXTER Q. HENSON
(502) 762-4123
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JAYCHUPPE'S ROOMIES

SPOTLIGHT.
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Scottish Games coming
To celebrate the Scottish heritage of Murray State, the
eighth annual Glasgow Highland Games will be held
May 18 - 23 at Barren River Lake State Resort Park in
Glasgow.
Events will include Scottish country dance, pipe and
drum events and a parade of tartans. There will also be
vendor tents selling Scottish souvenires.
A variety of sporting events will also be offered, such
as the Loch Barren golf classic, a 5-k run, rugby
tournament and family athletics.
For more information, write P.O. Box 1373, Glasgow

B~'joNb HEI.~. "~ JllS1
flt•JI<;"E~ Wlill f"INAI..S.

&o'l

42142-1373 or call602-661-3141.

CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD

Week In Preview

GONE MAD

1'~

• Keyboard Festival. KMTA Keyboard Festtval will be held from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday at Farrell Recital Hall of Price Doyle Flne
Arts Center.
• Student Art Exhibit. laura Donaldson's baccalaureate exhibit
will be displayed Saturday through May 7 at the upper level of the
Eagle Gallery of Prtoe Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• Student Art Exhibit. Christopher M. Reding's baccalaureate
exhibit will be displayed Saturday through May 7 at the Currls Center
Gallery.
• Concert. Preparatory Strings Ensemble will perform at 2 p.m.
May 9 at Famtl Recital Hall of Price Doyte Flne Arts Center.
• Student Art Exhibit. Jodi lynn Price's baccalaureate exhibit
will be displayed Saturday through May 25 at the Currls Center
Gallery.
• Student Art Exhibit. Gregory Farmer's baccalaureate exhibit
will be dlaplayed May 12 - 23 In the upper level of the Eagle Gallery of
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• student Art Exhibit. Clifford G. Brandon's baccalaureate
exhibit will be displayed May 26 through June 6 at the upper level of
the Eagle Gallery of Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• Art exhibit. BaskBts: From Art To Kitsh will be on display from
May 28 through July 23 at the Eagle Gallery of Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
• Student Art Exhibit. lla Waddell's baccalaureate exhibit will
be dlspfayed June 9-20 at the upper level of the Eagle Gallery of Price
Doyte Fine Arts Center.
• Student Art Exhibit. Elizabeth Badgett's baccalaureate
exhibit will be displayed June 23 through July 6 at the upper level of
the Eagle Gallery of Price Doyle Flne Arts Center.
• Concert. Murray State University/Community Band's •Freedom
Fest" Celebration at 8 p.m. on July 4 at Stewart Stadium.
• Student Art Exhibit. Michael Gillies' baccalaureate exhibit will
be displayed July 9 - 20 at the upper level of the Eagle Gallery of Price
Ooyte Fine Arts Center.

JOSHUA WILKES' WHEELER

,------------------------------------.

AUGUST MOON

Anniversary Special!

$2 5

CHINESE RESTAURANT

OlYMPIC PLAZA
•
759-4653
OPEN 7DAYSA WEEK

OFF

...........,

Summers /Ojitical
01,. ,..._ .,.,.,

.Jeff •1111U11en·Uo•ue4 Optldaa
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<5@ BUFFET SPECIAL ·~
I

prescription eyeglasses

«~~~or_...,....

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

l

Any complete pair of

Full one year warranty - dupbcate prescr1pUon.
Large Selection

•

CARRY OUT
SERVING CANDLELIGHT DINNERS

•

.s~Two ...

STEP ONE...

$5

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets ·

1U·'IOIJ
-otf• .... dan llaJ I. leN

2 and get
3rd FREE

: Buy
I

I
I
I

NEW COMPACT DISCS

7'errapin Station
6050G.ve
MJUT'Qtj, '}(!]' 420 71
753·8926

I

:~ew'"&""'Used COs & Cassettes--Spectal Orders.

:

& Trade-Ins Welcome

1

Mon-Fri 10a.m.-5:30p.m.

!--~-x_p~ .M.~!J.-~~.-Sp.m.__ ~.P.=_~Ay .!_

J

ial

99 •

•Drinks not mclud.ed -liM"""•' aood tbraa&b 5114193

l

I

L------------------~---~--~

r-------------------------~
~~
8UFFETSPECIAL$J
:
2 all-you-can-eat
99 1
•
Dinner buffets
1

$6

I

•Ortnks not Jnduded- .,....•• IOCJd tb:raa&b 5114/93

I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Bu.tfet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday tbru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when order1ng.

tax .
eds')

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99
SPECIAL
Large, 1 Topping Pizza

$6.99
ea:phea 5114193

Chestnut Street
'

753-6656

~~~~:=::=::::::::::::::::::-----------------------~--------------------------------~--------------------~
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BUDGET
Continued from Page 1A

c oun s eli n g ,
min i ng
managem ent
and
an
associate degree program in
enginee rin g technology
were cut. Approximately
$50,000 was generated from
t he cuts and the mon ey was
realloca t e d
to
othe r
academi<! areas, Booth said.
"These were programs we
felt wer e no longe r a
priority of the University,"
Booth said.
Two academic programs,
..,occupational safety and
• :health and organizational
':·communications, have had
"'t heir enr ollments frozen
: '1> e c a u se
of
budget
limitations, he said.
~ · '' We
will also take
·a dmi ssion s standards for
the business program to the
Board of Regents which will

Page 13A !

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Diane
Still,
senior Murray Sta te to m eet t he ,r
Some of the strides the

KERA

help us cont rol enrollment,"
Booth said.
University relations and
administrative services cut
6 percent fr om its budget
next year, Kassing said.
The 6 per cent cut will be a
"reduction in for ce ,"
Kassing said.
Student Affai rs also
reduced it s budget by 5
per cent. Many of the cuts
involved reallocation and
freezing positions of those
who retired, Booth said.
"I think (the budget) is
awfully lean and trim,"
Booth said. "I think any
additional cuts (from the
state), we'll be looking at
vertical and programmatic
cuts."
Booth appointed a task
for ce
on
academic
reorganization to evaluate
all academic programs this
summer and early fall.

University has already made
have been developing blocks
of classes, such as social
studies and science methods,
working
with
other
universities around the state
to develop programs and
having the college evaluate
its own instruction more
frequently.
And the changes are being
.n otited.
Student teachers have said
that Murray State ia
preparing them for the new
environment
in
the
classroom, but it has been a
slow process and one not
always met by all of the
college's professors.

Continued from Page 1A

information
can
be
applicable and not just teach
a student to memorize the
information for a test.
"We better change our
ways because memorization
does not work," he said.
"The way we approach it is
going to have to change."
Baust said the problem the
department has mainly had
has been trying to get the
University to change the way
it teaches the teacher , not
getting the students to accept
the new form of instruction.
"Universities have been
dinosaurs when it comes to
looking at knowledge and
problem solving," he said.
"While we are making
strides, it 's one of the hardest
things to do."

Due to an increase in nice weather and a needed
break from stress the next issue of the Murray State
News will not be till September 3 . Sorry if this is
an inconvenience in your routine amusement.

"I do not think think that
all of the professors are
teaching KERA in a KERA
way," said Julie Smith,
senior elementary education
major from Evansville, Ind.

elementary education major
from Fredonia, said the
student teachers are still not
given the leeway of having
an integrated discipline.
But other students are
giving Murray State credit.
"(The instruction) is
improving,!' said Curtis.
"There are differences in
what we are learning. It's
just going to be really slow:"
Ourtis said once the
changes come around,
Murray State's instruction
will improve.
Other students, however,
have come to Murray because
it has made the changes.
"I came to Murray State to
take KERA back to Illinois,"
said Jacquie Dempsey,
senior special education
major from El Dorado, ill.
Janice Weaver, dean of the
College of Education, said it
has not been too hard for

demands of KERA. She said l
much of what KERA is based t
on is old-fashioned teaching ~
methods found in the one- ~
1·oom classroom.
~
I

But Murray State has also
had a hand m deve loping
new standards for certifying
graduating teachers.
Weaver bas chaired t he
Kentucky
Edu c ati on
Professional
Standard s
Board for three years.
Lewis Bossing, chairperson
of the department of
elementary and secondary
education, is also beading up
the committee to set the basic
standards
for te acher
certification, which will be
revealed at a conferen ce in
Louisville May 9-10.
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Editor's Note: This is the filth in a
series of art•cles concerning education

A

I

•
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I
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HEALTHY MEN

Congratulations

Lori Austin
on winning the
Alpha Kappa Psi
. Scholarship Key and Certificate!

f

'I

GFI Pharmaceutical Services, Inc., in Evansville, Indiana, needs volunteers, age 1845, to participate in a national med ical research study.

f

~

l

I

We love you, Brothers of Alpha Kappa Psi

t

•

~

The sisters of ALA would like to
thank their A TO coaches for
making FROG HOP
so much fun!
Can't wait till next year!

Participants can earn up to

l

l

Free Pregnancy Tests
(All Se-rvices Confidential)

:

LIFE HOUSE CRISIS

1

PREGNANCYCENTER

I

l

$400

(812) 474-6530
Call collect Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

,------------------------------1
·

-

Located on the campus of St. Mary's Medical
Center in Evansville.

:

~:

l

PHARMACEUTICAL
SERVICES, INC.

Consulting Physician: Dr. Randall Stoltz, MD

I
.I

1

753-0700

-:~~~==~==========~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::!
r

1506 Chestnut (across from I & T bldg)
l1 _______________________________
JI

~

.,..a... .......

Gounnet Coffees •...., v.-...

•,...... .,. Deall

· Today's Grads - Tomorrow's Leaders

Be proud, graduates! Take pride in your achieve·
ments, and look to your future. We believe that
nothing is more important than your {uttffe, and

A '1r

.. /(

To The Brothers of
Q
Frog Hop '93 was once again
a tremendous success!
Thank you for a great time!

we're willing to bank on ft.
Whatever your banking needs, now and in
years to come, let us help you realize even
greater dreams of success. Don't let a lack of
funds discourage your ambitions. See us today
- {or a brighter tomorrow.

Love,

The Sisters itt Alpha Sigma Alpha

.-••••••••••••,CUp a

Save-·•-

•••••

ATTENT ION MSU STUDE NTS

I

Let your voice be heard!

i'

VOTE

i

PHILLIP LYNN ROGERS ~
ci 1st District Magistrate i~
!
#5 on the ballot
rr
i>I
MAY 25
I

.
u

I
I

I

!
1

1
1

r
I
I

*Note! If you are going to be out of town I
on May 25, you m ay vote proxy
!
beginning nowl See Teres a
Rushing-County Court Clerks Office 1

i

(paid for by the randld<lle)

1

••••••••••--.••cup a Save•-••••••••••

F.Bankof

A Peoples First Corporation Bank

!
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Discounts On
Merchandise In Stock
Onl
ALL SALE FINAL

I

,

.

~

~

". . (/tt ' ~
:

!'i

' \_

.J

Notlndu ·~

~

1

~ .~
·.

(

l

.

Clothing
Greek Supplies
Calculators
U n1brellas
Greeting Cards
Art Supplies

Pens

.

d
·
.
.
.
•
"
~ ~ M .even more~

Text Books
Candy
Cigarettes
Class Rings
Toiletries
Graduation
Caps and Gowns

'

May3

May4

8 a.m. -5 p.m.

9a.m.- 1p.m.
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PUS UFE
Cool spring weather
keeps students in class~/
By KELLY MENSER
Aaslatant C&flllua Ufe Editor

Summer is fast approaching.
The birds are singing. The
flowers are blooming. And
students are still going to
class?
Yes, despite the myth the
spring semester brings of
countless days of skipped
classes, several professors and
students say that is not the
case this year.
John Adams, associate
professor of English, attributes
the satisfactory attendance to
the cooler than normal
weather this semester.
• But the weather has
indirectly affected attendance
by promoting sickness, Adams
said.
"The biggest effect this year
has been illness:• he said.
To help cut down on
absences not related to illness,
Rose
Bogal·Allbritten,
professor
of sociology,
anthropology and social work,
said she has two main
strategies that she uses.
"I take attendance and try to
stay as enthusiastic as
possible," she said.
Bogal·Allbritten
said
students are not the only ones
: who can sutter from summer
fever.
• •Basically, I just try not to
· catch it from them,,. she said.
"But it's easy for faculty to get
tired, too.,.
Hope Patterson, junior

Photos by MELISSA FARNUM

-J.

;,-

psychology and criminial
justice double major from
Pad~ said she is ready for
the summer, but not because
of the nioe weather.
1(1 think it's just more of an
'end·of-the-semester, tired·of·
schoor type of thing,"
Patterson said.
James Atkins, junior public
relations major from Kansas
City, Kan., agreed. He said the
need to review for fmals baa
helped him fight the urge to
stay outside.
Having to study and finiah
papers have also restricted
Brent Moon, sophomore
horticulture major from

MUD BELLES

Graves County, to t;\e indoors.
"I think spring semester is a
little tougher than the fall
semester," Moon said. •It's
been pretty hectic trying to get
ready for fi.nals.•
Shae Back, freshman
undeclared major rr·o m
Humboldt, Tenn., is also
looking forward to summer.
She said she plans to work and
t)*.ld time with her family.
••Although Back said abe is
glad clasaee are almost
finished, she said a little more
time would come in handy.
"The only reason rd wish for a
couple more weeks is so I could
get all of my work done.•

Forty·flve teams, most of
them consisting of six to
eight brave players,
waded Into 10 Inches of
gooey mud to see who
could keep that muddy
ball
In
the
air.
Fortunately, water hoses
were available to rinse
the grubby gladiators.

Tanning methods yield different results
By AMY WILSON
CllJllllls Ufe Editor

As
summer
vacation
approaches, many students
welcome the time they can
spend outside without having
to worry about studying.
Students who are unaware of
the dangers associated with
tanning may bring something
back to school that will
definitely be unwelcome.
Since the introduction of
tanning salons in the 1970s,
many people have flocked to
the tanning beds to get a quick
tan without having to spend
hours in the sun.
Tanning is your body's
response toexposure to
ultraviolet radiation, whether
from the sun or from
BUDlamps.
Many people are under the
misconception that tanning
beds
are
safer
than
sunbathing.
!(One of the problems is that
tanning beds are not regulated
by the Food and Drug
Administration," said Missy
Sharp, regional coordinator
and registered nurse at the
Kentucky Cancer Program in
Paducah.
*You can go to one salon for

Rating the Tanning Methods ••••••••••a..
Method

What they are

Self-tanning

Contain clhydroxacatone, ~h

ctelfTIS

binds to the proteins In dead cells on
top layer of skin, tumlng them yefrM.

Tanning wfth

Blocks most UVB rays.

Tinning salons

same process as nawral tanning,

Pros
A safe tan - color without
aundamage.
·

Cons

The "up" feeDng
sometimes attributed to
tanning.

aurwcreen

///

can streak. May cause
alefglc reactlona. May
Include sunscreen that Is
easily rubbed off.
Causes photoaglng. May
lead to ekln cancer.

.

None.

thoUgh the transfer of "*nln to the
cells Is not as great

Graphic by HEATHEA BEGLEY

a specific an1ount of time and
then go to another one for the
same amount of time and
suffer a severe burn~" she said.
"What is really interesting is
that now many people have
their own tanning beds in their
homes."
Although FDA regulations
require a warning label on all
sunlamps, the warnings may
not always be where
consumers can see them.
State, county and city
governments are responsible

for regulating the use of
tanning equipment by salon
operators.
•My best advice about
tanning beds is to not go at
all," Sharp said. "'We can see
what it does on the outside of
the body, but there hasn't ben
a lot of research about what it
does to the inside. Tanning
causes premature aging."
Among the dangers of
tanning are: skin cancer,
burns,
photosensitivity,
cataracts, premature skin

Oodles of D o o d l e s - - - - - - - - If you find yourself absently drawing little doodles when you are bored,
you need to be aware that your scribbles are actually telling you
something about hidden desires, fantasies, fears or even the way you
cope with life in general.
b Circles - a symbol of reality, love and playfulness.
lib Jagged lines- you are feeling edgy or angry.
lib Pieced-together geometric shapes - you feel
obsessive or need to have all the pieces fit
lib Squares - you are a more aggressive, purposeful type
who likes structure and discipline

r.:Jl

aging and blood vessel damage.
For people who decide to tan,
there are ways to minimize the
risks.
"'The most important thing to
do is to wear the special
goggles that are designed for
wear in tanning beds,• Sharp
said. •Make sure they fit
properly and are not cracked.
These goggles can help prevent
cataracts.•
Other important things to do
include avoiding tanning if you
are using photosensitizing

A SUCE OF LIFE

~ Outstandlna seniors

Jason Hawkins, senior finance major from
Dixon, and Bethany Hall, senior biology/premed major from Murray, were chosen as the
Outstanding Senior Man and Woman.
The two students will deliver valedictory
addresses at commencement on May 8.
"I was very surprised because I didn't have
any idea I was being considered: Hall said.
Both students have been very active in various
clubs and campus organizations.
Story on page 3B

products ani f.olowing the
manufacturer's recommended
time exposures for your skin
type.
•If you are taking birth
control pills or antibiotics, your
skin may have a reaction to the
tanning bed,. Sharp said.
One alternative that has
become popular is the use of
sunle88 tanning solutions.
"These are basically dyes
that have no known dangers
except when used incorrectly,"
Sharp said. "The cosmetic look
is there without the danger of
going out in the sun."
Spending time in ,the sun is
an enjoyable activity for many
people, yet recent studies have
connected skin cancer with
expoeure to the sun.
"More women under age 40
are beginning to report cases of
skin cancer because they have
exposed more of their bodies to
the sun," Sharp said. "I would
strongly suggest that pregnant
women not tan."
Skin cancer is the most
common of all cancers,
accounting for more than
600,000 cases each year. Most
sltin cancers are curable and
they can be prevented by
avoiding excessive exposure to
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Yard sale for animals

Consumer fraud

If you have accumulated a large
amount of items during the semester
that will not fit in your car to go home,
donate them to a yard sale.
.
The Humane Society of Calloway
County is sponsoring a yard sale from 7
a.m. to 2 p.m., May 15 at the comer of
Miller and 16th Streets.
Donations of furniture. books and
household items will be accepted. All
items will be picked up by a Humane
Society representative.All proceeds will
go to the Humane Society.
For more information, contact Donna
Story at 762-2198.

Attorney General Chris Gorman and
the Purchase Area Consumer
Protection Council invites the public to
participate in a consumer protection
gathering to discuss the latest scams in
Kentucky at 2 p.m. Wednesday In the
George Weaks Coommunity Center
Auditorium.
In addition, participants will hear what
consumer protection legislation Is being
proposed and see a display of actual
rip-off items.
Representatives from the Federal
Drug Administration and the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service will also be present.

•
;: :;=; . • ~=

the sun's rays.
•one blistering burn can
double the chances of getting
akin cancer," Sharp said. -rhe
effects of the sun are
cumulative. Whatever sun you
gel u a child has an impact
your appearance as an adult.
Of the skin cancers,
malignant melanoma it the
moet serious. The other types
of skin cancer, basal cell and
squamous cell, are highly
curable.
Young adults are most at
risk because of the increased
amount of time they are likely
to spend in the sun.
~or so long we have equated
tana with health and beauty,"
Sharp laid. "People, especially
in the fashion world, are
beginning to tab precautions
against akin cancer.,.
The key to protecting
yourself from skin cancer is to
become fammar with the moles
and blemishes on your body.
"We should all map out
moles and unusual blemishes
and check them every month,"
Sharp said. •Self examination
is important. Just because you
are born with a mole doesn't
mean that it can't be
cancerous.•

"'" Murray State News
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Garfield receives award for teaching
8talt repolt

: In nominating Gene Garfield
as Murray State University's
•Distinguished Professor,•
students described him as a
teacher who •maJtea learning
enjoyable,. •shows genuine
concern for students• and "'baa
unique ability to capture
students' attention.•
'
: Garfield received the
University's Distinguishe d
Profeeeor Award at the annual
Murray Sta te Alumni and
Friends luncheon.

a

.
'
I

: Garfield joined the Murray
State faculty in 1970 as a n
assistant professor. He now
serves as chair of the
department of political science,

criminal justice and legal has taught on several
occasions in Germany,
studies.
He holds degrees in political England and France.
science frotn Utah State
In making the presentation,
University and Southern
Chad Stewart, the 1992
Dlinois University.
distinguished professor, eaid
He has taught a wide range Garfield's ltroDgest suit is -ms
of courses in political science, service to the University and
at the undergraduate and to studenta.
graduate level from domestic
relations to international
"He has been a faculty
concerns.
adviser to several student
He is a former recipient of organizations, including SGA.
the Murray State Student He is an excellent academic
Government Association's Max adviser and is almost always
with
S11mmer
Carmen Outstanding Teacher helping
Orientation, recruiting, college
Award.
nights and fall senior days. He
Garfield has
studied gets things done and still
overseas as part of the keeps his sense of humor, •
Fulbright-Hays program and Stewart said.

Garfield waa eurpriaed when
Stewart announced his name
becauae he was told that
another profeaaor had won the
award.

"I waa totally astonished,"
Garfield said. "I was
speechleu."
"I love to be in the clauroom
ao I never thought rd get the
award," he said.
As part of the Distinguished
Professor Award, the MSU
Alumni Auociation awards a
$500 scholarship to a student
from
the
professor's
department.
Tbie year'a recipient was Rae
Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
Oliver, junior political science Gene Garfield. left, Is congratulated by Chad Stewart
major from Metropolis, ru.
for being named the 1993 Distinguished Professor.

Congratulations to the new initiates of

aon.~ rr,alula1Li.

Alpha Sigma Alpha

Scott Barris
c::Man of 1JUI.'C
Amy Rushing
§ u.zk

§ .....Ja rwoman

lfu

f}jianca Crowe{[

Me{intfa tJJavis

of ll&c 'YUI.'C

J2l.nne 'Dennison

XJI,thy f:iunter

Jeanna Mitcfie{[
Me{issa Scn:mit!t
'Tara ScnmUlt

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
would like to thank all the
outstanding men who coached
us throughout the year!
We love you!

"
•••
~

You all did agreatjobl
We love you. your sisters

•

••

I

lations to '
ongrattl ~ . . . . . .
on being named Greek \\\min of the Year!
Love, your sisters in Alpha Sigma Alpha

Congratulations
on Initiation
Marla Mitc/ie{{
~ngie Monroe
~pri{ 1Qlsse{[

Cindy Sliew
Ju{ie Stoner
~mania o/anifivort

We are so proud of our
newly initiated sisters!
love, your sisters in Sigma Sigma Sigma
110 ~ 12~St.

753 -1515

fiifts for tjratluation and Motliers'.tJJay

ana remem6er to please cfose out your

~l'

-

4 4 .t l (!

account before tlie semester end's I

Breakfast Buffet
..

.••
.••
.••

.....·
••

.

WHO HAS TIME FOR LAUNDRY?
TEST TIME?
Let us save you time and frustration!
Laundry (wash 'n' fold) service just
per pound!
Since 1931, Boone's has offered the best
drycleaning in Western Kentucky.
Check out these savings!

60•

r-----------,
$3 FREE
DRYCLEANING
SlO.OO Mlnlmum Ordu

Boone Cleaners
Not valid with any
other dlscounts•
Present coupon with
incomifts orden.
Offer explrn !114193.

.

..::
...

.

Drink included

at McDonald's
107 N. 12th St.

•.

.::

Saturday & Sunday
7 a..DL to 11 LID.
$3.99 Adults
$2.99 Senior Citirens
$1.99 ages 8-10
99¢5&under

Hwy 641 N.
753-9194

L-----------.1

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE
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Hawkins, Hall named top seniors Group plans trip to
Stir ALLISON MILLIKAN
S n Wnter
and JENNIFER STEWART

biology/pre-med major from
Murray, wu selected, she was
thrilled.
Staff Writer
"I was very surprised
When Jason Hawkins and
because
I didn't have any idea
Bethany Hall were selected as
I
was
being
considered," Hall
Outstanding Senior Man and
said.
Woman for 1993, both said
Hall has also received
they were surprised.
recognition
as Murray State
Hawkins, senior finance
University's
Homecoming
major from Dixon, said he was
Queen
and
Outstanding
Greek
very excited, yet shocked and
Woman of the Year.
in a short state of disbelief
Hall has served as vice
upon learning he had been
president
of placement for the
selected.
Student Alumni Association
"I knew I had been involved,
and secretary of the Pre-Med
but I did not feel like I would
Club.
get thal honor," Hawkilis said.
Hall has also been the
Hawkins said he had always
publicity
chairman of the
associated a great amount of
University Center Board for
prestige with the title.
the past three years and the
'"I feel like this is one thing
1992-93 secretary/treasurer
you can look at and say the
for the Order of Omega.
administration and faculty
She is the 1992-93 vice
think you are a model
president
of scholarship and
student," Hawkins said."
was
the
1990-91 rush
Hawkins has been extremely
chairman for Alpha Gamma
involved
in university
Delta social sorority.
activities during his college
Hall participated in the
career.
Summer
Orientation program
"'The biggest thing I wanted
as
a
counselor
and is a
to do when I came to college
member of Tri-Beta and
was to be involved," he sai~.
Omicron Delta Kappa.
Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
..I wanted to be involved on
Hall said she chose to attend
campus, in not only the
Murray
State because it was
university aspect, but I
Jason Hawkins, senior finance major from Dixon, and
wanted to be involved with the Bethany Hall, senior bio logy/p re-med major fro m in her hometown and she
students as well," Hawkins Murray, were selected as Outstanding Senior Man and knew it had the best pre-med
department in the state.
Woman.
said.
"I like the atmosphere in
He said he wanted to
experience what college life Sigma and secretary of the finance, and Jeanie Morgan, MWTay," she said.
coordinator for student
Hall said she loves the time
was like other than just being Finance and Economics Club.
He
was
involved
in
Alpha
activities."
she
has spent at MWTay State.
in the classroom.
"Those
two
ladies
have
..
I
like the teachers most of
Chi,
Omicron
Delta
Kappa,
Hawkins was Student
always
tried
to
get
me
to
Gamma
Beta
Phi
and
other
all
because
they are very
Government treasurer for
pursue
a
lot
of
ideas
and
just
committees
and
organizations.
personable,
•
Hall
said.
1992-93 and chairman of the
He said that the Sigma Chi make sure that I was
Hall has advice for other
SGA Judician Board last year.
students who want to be
This year he served on the Fraternity deserves credit for involved," Hawkins said.
Hawkins
said
he
will
begin successful in college.
helping
him
become
a
better
University Appeals Board and
"I tell other students to get
as chairman of University student and becoming more taking courses for his master's
degree
~n
business
involved
in the things they
involved
across
campus.
Judicial Board and various
administration
this
summer
.
enjoy
either
in their major,
..
If
I
were
to
say
someone
other committees.
He said he is considering the with their hobbies or soeially,"
had served as a mentor, I
During his college career, would probably combine two idea of going to law school Hall said.
Hawkins was president of the different people," Hawkins upon completion of his
Hall plans to attend the
Sigma Chi Fraternity in 1991- said, "Betty Driver, in. the master's.
University of Louisville
92, president of Beta Gamma department of economics and
When
Hall,
senior Medical School in August.

•

Congratulations to the new Alpha Si§ma Alpha
L.lw.Student Ambassadors

Carrie Ylsfi

Jennif~r

Socia{ Cliairperson

McCuan

Secretary

:J(p,ren P{aney

Xjm 'Dun{ap

'Vice Presitfent of %umni Jlffairs

'Vice Presitlent of Pu6Cic 1{f.fations

Stacey tEe{{
Ttna Maderos
.9l{{ison tBurgess
:!(atie 'JJiurgood
l)(f,rry Wa{kg,r
Monica Jofinson
.9l{ternate: Laurie .9lustin
We are so proud ofyou!
Love, your sisters

:.

earn college credit
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

For students grumbling about the ever-increasing cost of
tuition, try this on for size: a group of Murray State
University students is spending close to $5,000 for three
credit hours worth of classes.
Murray State is one of 23 colleges and universities
a.tliliated with the Cooperative Center for Study in Britain.
Students involved in the program this summer said that
their money is being well spent.
Jennifer Moore, senior double major in English and
journalism from Frankfort, said although she has been to
London before, she cannot wait to go again.
"'The first time I went was just for a week and I just got a
little taste of everything,• she said...This is a chance of a
lifetime, because I don't know if I'll ever get to go back. For
me, this is money well spent.
"I want to aee more of what is outside of the city on this
trip because I didn't get to go to Bath and Stonehenge,"
Moore said. "Also, I want to go to some of the areas of the city ,.
that the tours didn't take me to last time because each part ·<1\
of the city has its own character."
Kenneth Tucker, English profe880r, is the sole member of
the Murray State faculty who will be teaching a course
through the CCSB program.
Tucker said his course, "Shakespeare and His World," will
cover several plays of both Shakespeare and hi.s
contemporaries.
The group will also be taking tours to sites associated with
Shakespeare, Juch as Stratford on Avon, the Shakespeare
museum, the site of the Globe Theater, etc.
..Something like this is always invigorating,• Tucker said.
*When you're studying English literature and you can see a
lot of the spots that are connected with it, it gives the student
a stronger historical sense of what might have influenced the
writer."
Ronald Cella, chairman of the English department and
CCSB campus representative, said he believes the program is
an excellent opportunity for students, but expressed concern
that not enough students are taking advantage of it.
*We ought to be sending 30 students over there: Cella
said, "not three or four."
Cella said that in the future he hopes more students can
benefit from the program as awareness is raised.
'"It's Surprising to me how frequently I discover whenever I
talk to students that they say 'Yeah, it's a great idea, I'j'llSt
didn't know about it."'
I

'

Congratulations
and a big "THANK YOU'' to

·~

-

Keni.Bates
Beth James
Tracey Baker
Roger Hudson

for all their help with All -campus Sing.
We are very proud of third place.
Love,

JUplia (jamma 'De{ta

n_ _ _ ___ _
Murray State University Housing Program Council

Laura Jane Small
we are so proud of the great job
you did as pledge mom

·vou're Awesome!
Lovingly, your sisters in Sigma Sigma Sigma
•

would like to thank the following businesses and organizations for
supporting Vegas Night. You helped make it a great night
for MSU residents!
Subway
Pizza Hut
Dominoes
Papa Johns
Movie World
Murray Florist
Copy Plus
Judy's of Murray
August Moon

Hong Kong House
Dennison Hunt
Hair Art
Tropics Tanning
Zax's T -shirt
Sigma Pi Fraternity
Taco Bell
Wolff's Tanning
Mane Event
Body Elite

Graduation,
Mother's Day,
or any Special
Occasion
'We~ u spetioit

-Order Now!-

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
(

·

Dixieland Center
759-1141
Mon.-Fri. lOa.m. ~6p.m.

:~,-·· t=_iill_·

---ol

an awesome

Summer Break!
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Networking, goal setting· aid in job hunt
By PAMELA R.DIXON
Staff Writer

Minorities seeking jobs may
have· to change their outlook to
fit into job and career situations
that are constantly changing.
Walter Bumphus, a 1971
graduate of Murray State
Universi ty
and
current
president of Brookhaven College
in Dallas, Texas, said minority
students should be aware of the
very competitive workforce they
will encounter.
•By the year 2000, the 1993
graduates will probably be
working in jobs that don't exist
today," Bumphus said.
Bumphus, a speech and
soci ology gra duate who also
obtained a master's degree in
counseling, said minority
graduates should learn certain
skills in order to compete.
...._...__.....:..---._...:___.::_oj_~..;.;
•Graduates need to listen and
Photo by MELISSA FARNUM
know how to problem solve ,"
Bumphus said. "They also need Selecting classes can be a group effort. From left,
to learn to be a team players. Michelle Chappell, Buffy Blanton, Harriet Holeh and
That way they can create win- Denise Johnson look at the fall schedule booklet.
win situations for themselves."
Bumphus said one way students can create
"Being at Murray taught me how to relate to
win-win situations is through networking.
all types of people,'" Bumphus said. "I learned
"'Make the system work for for you,'" he said.
to increase my leadership skills. I was director
"'Don't hesitate to call on someone who can
of Richmond Hall, president of Onlega Psi Phi
relate to your experiences. Sometimes there is
for two years and a member of the Black
a high degree of prejudice again.st minorities in
Advisory Council."
Bumphus said the true test of all of his
the workforce. We've come a long way, but
preparation came when he had his f'ust
biases and prejudices still exist."
interview.
Bumphus said becoming in volved in
"I wasn't sure how honest I should be with
leadership activities is also an important
the interviewer," Bumphus said. •I was unsure
st ep toward get ting a future job.

what the extent of the interview would consist
ofbecauae it wu a dinner interview.'"
Bumphus said students should be ready for
the unexpected.
•Grads, remember, people are always
observing you,'" Bumphus said. -you never
know who can help you to get a job or a career."
Bumphus said his first job came at age 24.
"'I was the dean of students at East Arkansas
Community College," Bumphus said.
Bumphus said minority students, regardless
of their nationality, need to back their dreams
up with hard work.
· ·'"Although the student has a d egree, he
shouldn't expect that to guarantee him a job,'"
Bumphus said.
Odelsia Torian, counselor of Trio, said
minority students should set realistic goals for
themselves.
"Setting a goal gives students direction,"
Torian said.
Torian said interests, talent and abilities
play a large role in determining a student's
future job.
• A student might have the interest in one
area, but he should ask himself whether he
has the skills or ability to do the job," Torian
said.
Torian said students often change the
direction behind their goals.
-Most of us have wanted to be five or six
things in life," Torian said. •students should
look at what they like to do u a person. "
Torian said setting a time frame can also
help students master the skills they need.
MJ'or example, if yOur goal is to graduate from
coUege in four or five years, measure your goals
and build checkpoints so that you can see if
you're on target," Torian said.
Once students have a goal, they should do
their homework about the organization to help

their career progress.
"When you work .,r an organization, it's not
that organization's responsibility to assimilate
you with the company,'" Torian said.
Torian also adviJee students to think. about
what they want for their future lifestyle.
"Sometimes you will have to make a sacrifice ·
for what you want in life,'" Torian said. "The
choice between job satisfaction or money is a
choice students will have to make.'"
Mike Young, administrative assistant of
student affairs, aaid minorities should
understand that employers are looking for
multi-talented studentll.
"Employers are looking for students with
people skills and problem-solving skills," Young
said.
Young said lack of determination or lack of
motivation may also be a problem
-you can't let obstacles defeat you," Young
said. "Don't use them as an excuse. Know what
you want for yourself.'"
Young said minority students should get
work experience as early as possible.
"Students should accept free help on campus
through cooperative education and placement
services," Young said.
John Deboe, senior middle school education
major from Paducah, said a comfortable work
environment is something at which minority
graduates should look.
"A student should look for a work
environment that satisfies all their needs,'" lie
said.
Deboe said contacts are sometime& helpful
when looking for a job.
"Sometimes it's DOt what you know, but who
you know," Deboe said. "Students involved in
extracurricular activities sometimes meet ties
and connections. Someone who just goes to
class may not have these connections.'"

COUPON!

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

Congratulations

· Kim Dirks

to our new novitiates.
Wear~ very proud of you!
Love,
your sisters in

A Full Line of Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Unitsl

•

Tammy Ginubb '
'·
Pam Gravely
Stephanie Guidry · ·

1Oo/o OFF for MSU FACULTY cmd STUDENTS
·Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and carry,
and Special Orders
Bel-Air Shopping
Store taoure:
- Ctilter
Monda,_,.., ?:SO a.m. •

759-1390

I

1: ,......

Saturday I a.m. • 4 1 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m • • I p.m;
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being selected as
Rho Chi's.
hi

Love, Your Sisters In Alpha Delta Pi

f
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AK'¥

AK'¥

Alpha Kappa Psi
(The Professional Business Fraternity)

would fike to thank the following businesses for their support
in 1993:
Allison Photography
.Arby's
August Moon
Avon
Brenda's Beauty Salon
Big B O eaners
Bookrack
Boone Cleaners
Carol's Beauty Salon
Captain D's
Cherry Branch
Clinic Pharmacy
Com Austin
Copy Plus
D&TFoods
Dairy Queen
Dennison Hunt
Devine Martial Arts
Dominos Pizza
Dumplins
Eva's Custom Sewing
Fantastic Sam's
Faye's
Flower Basket
Gene & Jo's Florist
Golden Image
Hair Art

Pam 's Cakehut
Hair Works
Papa John's ,
Happ iness Place
P iggly Wiggly
Hard ee's
Readmore
H ealth Plus
Rudy's Restaurant
Heart and Tole
Seafood Express
H.T. Marketing
Shoe Shack
J. J. &:: Company
Singer Sewing Center
Jane's Attic
Snapshot Ph oto
Judy's
Kathleen Turner's Hair Salon Sonic
Subway
KFC
Storey's Food Giant
I<ut-N-Curl
Summers Optical
Lil Chicago
Super America
Log Cabin Restaurant
Taco Bell
Mayflower Restaurant
Taco John's
McDonald.s
Tees-N-Th.ings
Medicine Shoppe
Terrapin Station
Merle Norman
The Gallery
Mimmie's Pizza
The Main Event
Mountain Valley Water
Thunnan's Furniture
Movie World
Tropics Tanning Salon
Murray Cablevision
Yours, Mine,&: Ours
Murray Florist
Victor's
Nail Connection
Walter's Pharmacy
Nature's Bounty
New Life Christian Bookstore Wild Raspberry
Wolff Tanning Salon
Paint Plus

AK'f'

RYDER

A Short

Course

in

WANTED
AK'¥

Econo111ics

Extra Savings On Your Next Move.
$25 Off

$10 Off

Any

Any

One Way
Move

Local
Move

YSTATE
DORM RESIDENTS

Just brJng this coupon to your nearby Ryder Dealer and get an extra discount on your
next Ryder truck rental. It's the easiest way to get through college.

Turn in your channel selector
BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit
back!
WE WILL BE COLLECTING
EQUIPMENT IN
HART HALL COFFEE HOUSE
MAY 5, 6, 7

9 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.

AUTO LAUNDRY
753-7362 or 753-1331
It is .MANDATORY that all students return this

equipment on these dates!
Discount valld throught June 15, 1994. Offer not valld with any other offer. rebate or discount
p rogram. Proof of rental required. Void where prohibited.

753-5005
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CAMPUS BRIEFS
Minority grants available

Miller named •aoss of Year•

Minority students enrolled in the teacher preparation program
may be eligible for $500 to $3,000 in grants.
The program is open to Kentucky residents who are full or parttime students at Murray State or who plan to enroll for the 1993
semesters.
More information and applications can be obtained by writing:
Willis Johnson, Minority Teacher Scholarship Program, College of
Education or by calling 762-2539.

Thomas Miller, executive director of the MSU Foundation, was
Members of the MSU American H umanics program recently
Relected 1993 Professional Secretaries International "Boss of the elected officers for the 1993-94 academic year.
Year."
• President - Holly Hunter
Miller's secretary, Melva Hatcher, nominated Miller, who is a • vice presidents - Randall Evans, Julie Ramsey and Brian
Suddith.
certified public accountant in Kentucky and Arkansas.

.

Student, professor published
James Straub, graduate student, and Jerry Speight, associate
professor of art, collaborated and had an article published in the
April issue of " Arts and Activities" magazine.
Straub submitted five black and white photographs for the article, which was written by Speight.
The article, "A Point of Departure," featured Straub's
photographs of artifically lit objects close up with a large camera
aperture opening. In his article, Speight noted how Straub surpassed technical photography and entered into the world of fine
art.

Four share writing award
Four faculty members in the department of economics and
finance share this year's College of Business and Public Affairs'
Outstanding Paper Recognition Award.
Gil Mathis, Jim McCoy, Martin Milkman and Jim Thompson
collaborated to produce " Firm Location Decisions and
Downstream Processors of Delta Agricultural Products." The
paper summarizes results of a study funded by the Lower
Mississippi Delta Development Commission.

Development seminar slated
The Center for International Programs and the Faculty
Resource Center will present Europe in Transition, a professional
development seminar, at the University of Regensburg in
Regensburg, Germany.
Applications are accepted on a frrst-come, first-served basis.
More information can be obtained by contacting Marcie Johnson,
Center for International Programs, at 762-4152.
-

Luis A. Bartolucci, geophysics professor at Murray State, has
been awarded a Fulbright grant to the Private University of Santa
Cruz (UPSA) in Bolivia.
Bartolucci is one of about 1,800 grantees who will travel abroad
for the 1993-94 academic year under the Fulbright Program.
Bartolucci's responsibilities at the Private University will include teaching a course on satellite image processing and digital
geo-referenced information system, assisting in the establishment
of a remote sensing laboratory similar to MSU's fdid-America
Remote Sensing Center and advising higher education
Speech students honored
administration.
.
Individuals are chosen for the Fulbright Program based on
Seventeen stu~en~s recelVed honors fr~m ~e departmen~ of academic and professional qualifications and their ability and
speech commumcahon and theatre durmg 1ts awards mght willingness to share experiences with people of diverse cultures.
recently.
• outstanding Senior - Mark Rice
Week In Preview
• Awru·d for Excellence in Forensic Competition - David
Weatherly and James Lockwood
• Program campus Connection Volunteer Center urges students to donate
• Ensemble Award- Mark Rice
• Michael Stallings and Robert E . Johnson Scholarships - Stacey time to local organizations such as YMCA. can Roger Weis at 762-3808.
• Meeting A.A.N.A. "University Group," support organization, 6:30p.m.
Ricketts
every Thursday, Curris Center Ohio Room.
• Ruby Krider Scholarship - Heather Begley
• GED Testa Administration of the GEO test, 8 a.m. Tuesday and Wednes• Albert and Alma Tracy Scholarship - Stacey Ricketts
day, Counseling and Testing Center, Ordway Hall. Fee Is $15. · Call
• Breazeale Fellowship winner - Jeff Kassing
762-6851.
• Breazeale Fellowship finalist - Erin Lucas
• Graduation Meeting 12:30 p.m., Wednesdav. Lovett Auditorium.
• Best Actor - William Greene
• Honora Day 3:30p.m., Friday, May 7.
• Best Actress - Tish Usher
• Dorm• CioN Residence halls, 9 a.m., May 8.
• Best Supporting Actor - Logan R.S. Abbitt
• Ceremony Commencement for 70th graduating class, 10 a.m., May
• Best Supporting Actress- Nancy Smith
8. Racer Arena. Reception will follow in Curris Center.
• Technical Award- Jamey Jennings
• Event The annual Walk for Life, 9 a.m., May 15, beginning at the
• costume Award - Crystal Joslin
lifeHouse Barbecue will follow the walk around 1 1:30 a.m. at the
LlfeHouse. Pledge sheets and tickets are available at the LifeHouse,
• Best Choreographer and Best Male Dancer - Robert Cathey
1506 Chestnut St.
• Best Female Dancer - Tiffany Cooper
• Dorm• open Noon Sunday, Aug. 22.
• Most Gifted Performer - Amanda Baker Chandler
• Clauea begin 8:30a.m., Wednesday. Aug. 25.
• Most Dedication to (Dance) Company Projects - Mark Rice

The Kentucky Advocates for Higher Education is seeking
nominations for the second annual Acorn Award, which will be
presented this fall to a teaching professor exhibiting excellence in
service and commitment to students.
Acorn Award recipients receive a hand-carved plaque and a
$5,000 honorarium.
Students, faculty, parents and the general public may submit
nominations by writing to the Kentucky Advocates for Higher
Education, 623 Raintree Rd., Lexington, Ky. 40502.

1

Thank you for a ll y our help

a Marie Made

wit h ALL-Campus Sing!
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Thanks for an awesome
Blind Grab-a-Date
You're doing a great job!
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SPORTS
Baseball finds .. bright spot
with doubleheader sweep

Jets sign Perry
By MATT PEREBOOM
Graduate Assistant

Versatility and hard work may have propelled Marcus
Perry into a professional football career.
The senior offensive-lineman has signed a free agent
contract with the New York Jets of the National Football
League.
Perry was a three-year starter for the Racers. He played
offensive-tackle his sophomore and junior years and guard
as a senior.
Jets personnel director, Dick Haley, had gQOd thing to
say about Perry.
"Marcus is a good athlete who a1ao has good siZe;" Haley ,
said. "Our scouts said that he had an excellent workout. We
believe he has a lot offootball in front of him.•
Although Perry was not selected in Sunday's,.eight-round
draft, he had been scouted since Murray's firi~ game tQis.;.
year.
.
Perry, from Dyersburg, Tenn. , said he thinks his
flexibility will be of benefit.
"Because l can be·used as a long and short snapper they:
maybe more likely to keep ~e," he s&id.
·' '
.·
Perry attended a "frorlrout .camp in Atlanta, Ga., where he
perfOrmed welL That is when he hired an agent.
.,
Abacus Athletics based in Atlanta rept:e~,tented. Perrjduring <:Ontract negotiations.
·
· '"
Perry will attend a rookie orientation May 7-10.
The Jets open mini-camp in mid-July. Perry ie alrea:d.Y
thinking about it.
. .
•The more I talk about it, the more excited I get~" ·
admitted Perry.

TSU falls vctim to 'Breds

Reagan surveys season

By MATT PEREBOOM

By MATT PEREBOOM

Gra:tuate Aaelalnt

Graduate Assistant

The baseball team hung tough Saturday to sweep Tennessee
State University in a doubleheader at Reagan Field.
Junior Chris Godwin was 3-for-6 with six RBis and senior Jim
Lis went 4-for-7 with four RBis as the Thoroughbreds won 7-6
and8-5.

The Thoroughbreds head into their final nine games with the
opportunity to keep improving.
.rwe still have things we hope to accomplish," Coach John
Reagan said. "We can continue to solidify things this year
instead of waiting for next year."
"We can still turn things around and continue to be
competitive," the coach also said.
Besides key injuries, the 'Breds have had other problems.
Coach Reagan points to lack of hitting and inexperienced
pitching as m~or obstacles.
.
"We haven't hit as we thought we would, and our pitchers were
still learning earlier in the year,• Reagan said.
The coach says he feels that the four freshman pitchers have
the experience of sophomores this late in the season.
•
Coach Reagan looks forward to next year despite this season's
9-22 record. -we don't gradu ate much this year. Our entire
infield will be back,• said Reagan.
This year's squad will lose only six players at season's end.
The top four Ohio Valley Conference teams will compete for
the championship from May 14-16. Coach Reagan expects Middle
Tennessee to earn the league•s number one seed.
"'f things keep going like they have been, Middle will win the
regular season and be the top seed,• the coach said. As
the
season comes to a close, MTSU heads up the conference
standings with a 12-3 OVC slate. Tennessee Tech, Austin Peay,
and Morehead State complete the current top four.

Godwin connected for two home runs. His first home run
ignited MSU's fourth inning rally in game one. The rally
overcame a 3-0 TSU lead.
Despite the 'Breda sixth run in the fifth inning, the Tigers
fought back with three runs to tie the score at six.
Fortunately for the MSU faithful, center fielder Mark Schrand
drove in a run in the bottom half of the sixth inning. Scbrand's
ringing double pushed across sophomore Jason Karem for the
final run and a 7-6 win.
Senior southpaw Ricky Chism retired the five batters he faced
to pick up his third win.
Catcher Marty Benefield's left field homer was the game
winner in MSU's 8-5 victory in the second contest. His tape
measure blast put Murray State ahead 6-5 before Godwin tagged
the TSU hurler for his fourth home run of the season.
Junior Reid Huber prospered from his team's late surge to
record his second victory and Chism pitched well again to earn
his first save.

AOPi, Shepherds claim soccer titles

,

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Wi'liir
Alpha Omicron Pi and the
Shepherds won intramural
soccer ch a m pionships on
Wednesday night.
In
the
women's
championship contest, AOPi
captured the title by squeaking
past Alpha Gamma Delta 2-1,
while the Shepherda trounced
Alpha Tau Omega 7-1 for the
men's crown.
The women's title game
proved to be a hard fought
battle during the opening
minutes. AOPi broke the
scoreless tie with a goal from
Stacy Kern with nine minutes
remaining in the first half. It

Photo by BECKY YOUNGWERTH

· AOPI and Alpha Gams battle for the soccer championship.

stayed that way until halftime.
The second half started like
the first half, with both teams
struggling to keep possession
of the ball. AOPi held on to it's
slim lead until Beth Rohlwing
blasted the ball past the AOPi
goalie to tie the game at one.
The game looked as if it
would head into overtime until
Darra Mitchell broke free for a
goal w it h four minutes
remaining. Her score gave the
AOPi's a 2·1 victory.
"We came out in the first half
a little sluggish and didn't
hustle, but we started hustling
and came together as a team
after they tied the game,"
Mitchell said.

Aaron Whitaker provided a
three goal perfonnance to help
the ·Shepherds win the men's
championship. The Shepherds
waisted no time in jumping on
the scoreboard with a goal by
Whitaker with 18:25 left in the
first half.
With 11 minutes remaining,
it was Whitaker scoring his
second goal to
stake the Shepherds to an
early 2..0 advantage.
Ramin Rashdian a dded
another Shepard goal just
before the end of the half for a
3-0 lead at halftime.
Whitaker blasted the ball
into the net in the early
minutes of the second half for

his third goal to give the
Shepherds a commanding 4-0
margin.
Seth Arant S<:Ored, followed
by a pair of goals from Jud
Cook to close out the scoring
for the Shepherds.
Chris Dill added a late goal
for the ATO's.
Whitaker said that passing
the ball effeet}vely h~ed the
Shepherds gain tlie viCtory.
•J thought that we passed
the ball extremely well and
captured moat of the head balls
mid-field. We just
at
dominated the entire game,"
Whitaker said.

'

'Biscuits eat up
AGRs for title
ByJ EFF D RE~
W~
S_________

Staff Writer

Wednesday night , the
Buscuits of Terror claimed the
<:0-ed softball championship by
•beating the Alpha Gamma Rho
social fraternity 20-16.
Leading 8-7, the Biscuits of
Terror exploded for a sevenrun rally.
Lora Mote , who finished
~, with three RBis bit a sacrifice
:. fly to start the inning.
' Glenn Walker and and
Stephanie McCarty combined
for 3 RBis in inning.
But it was Joe Meeks who
made the difference. With two
runners in scoring position,
Meeks drove them in to make
the score 15-7.
The AGRs responded in te
fourth inning, scor in seven
runs .
The
rally
was
highlighted by a three-run
homerun by Gary Haile.
The Biscuits of Terror's bats
were still on ftte, though, as
they increased the lead with a
three-run homer from Meeks.
In the fifth inning, the AGRs
scored two more time but
would not have enough offense
to move past t he Bicuita.

Racer of the Year: volleyball pulls surprise
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

When head volleyball coach
Oscar Segovia announced he
was leaving Murray State to
become head coach at the
University of Texas-PanAmerican, there was <:Oncem
whether the team could be
competitive under a new
coach.
Brenda Bowlin, a former
assistant with the volleyball
team, returned after a years
absence to take over the
reigns as head coach ani
delivered the team's first
winning aeason in history.
The Racers finished the
regular season with a 19-9
record, before adding the Ohio
Valley
Conference
tournament championship
and a trip to the National
Invitational
Volleyball
Championship to the list of
significant successes.
Because
of
these
accomplishments,
the
volleyball team has been
named Racer of the Year by
The Murray State News.
While it ia true that the
Racer of the Year is usually

an individual athlete, Coach .
Brenda Bowlin and her team
cannot be overlooked.
Not only were the Racers
returning from a 12-21
campaign. they were picked to
finish no better than fifth this
year.
And this was Bowlin's first
head coaching job.
Instead, the team met their
challenges and provided the

Racer Attendance

( 1--RA:_CER
__
RE_PO_R_
T __,

Racer Arena may not be the biggest in the conference; but
the men's basketball team really knows how to pack the
fans in.
Year
~ 988 - 89
1989 - 90
j1 990- 91
1991 - 92
j1992 - 93

Average Attendan·ce
3,972
3,667
4,496
4,742
4,387

Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH

school with its first winning do it," said seni or Renee
volleyball squad since the Bailey.
sport's inception in 1983.
Bailey, an All·OVC first
team
selection as well as an
Most MSU volleyball fans
All-Tournament
Team pick,
credit the groups incredible
said
she
appreciated
coach
turnaround to Bowlin. More
importantly, so do the Bowlin's quick-move back to
Murray.
players.
"For her to move down here
"She made us believe in right before the season
ourselves and gave us the started and start coaching us
confidence to think we could was difficult," said Bailey. "I

Athletic support?

Home Record (final)
11-2p9- 11 ~

7- 4 ~2 1 - 9~
9-2 24-9
8. 4 (17. 13)
9 - 2 (18 - 12)

I

I

I

Graphtc by HEATHER BEGLEY

+

Fans are important in every sport, but their
roles come in many different forms.
Coaches and administrators are searching
for ways to expand these roles. This is not just
to increase attendance, but also to increase
their particular team's chance of winning.
This week we look at challenges that some
sports are facing in the wake of changes.
Many wonder if winning isn't the only
determinant of fan support.
Story on page 78

don't think there's too many
people who could have done it
and been as successful."
The first-year head coach
does not discount the
diffi.C1llty she and the team
faced.
•It was tough. I got here
two days before the season'
started and I had everything
just thrown in my lap,"
Bowlin said. "It was hard, but
yet the motivation was there."
Besides Bailey, three other
Racers received league
recognition.
Sophomore middle-hitter
Sarah Dearworth earned AllOVC First Team honors and
Sarah Boland was named to
the conference's Freshman
Team. Senior middle-hitter
Melisa Webster selected was
tournament MVP at the
league finals.
They appreci ate their
success but are looking ahead
to next season.
"It was a great feeling, but
now it's going to be hard
because we're going to have
something to live up to,"
Bowlin said.

Racer of the Week
Junior Chris Godwin ~las been named
Racerofthe Week by The Murray State
News.
The Thoroughbred's third baseman
collected three hits in six at-bats
including two home runs and six RBI~
as the 'Brads swept a twinbill from
Tennessee State University.
His two home runs gave him four on
the season and raised his batting
average to a team-high .327.
Godwin, from Memphis, Tenn., also
leads the team in total hits and RBis, as
well as home runs. His total bases and
slugging percentage are also tops.

....

Chris Godwin
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Building 'fandat-on'
Colleges, coaches examine ways to build fan support for teams
By HEATHEA CROZE
Reporter

For many t r ue sports fans,
sitting at home on the sofa and
watching a ball game within
arms reach of beverages, food
and the remote control is the
best way to enjoy sports.
Even so, many people believe
the opportunity to watch a
game at a stadium or in an
arena is better.
Trying to get fan support is a
struggle that nearly every
university faces. Colleges have
tried to come up with creative
ways to get fans to games.

F ans of t h e UL.iversity of
South Da k ota have an
opportunity to sit courtside on
couches to watch the game like
true sports enthusiasts. The
living-room-like accomodations
include deliver ed soft drinks
and pizza.

competitions
at
thei r activities so that the students
Wayne Pate. the new head
basketball games.
will support Racer football," coach for Racer track, wants to
improve how people view the
This past year head Nutt said.
basketball coach, Scott Edgar,
Former Lady Racer coach world of track and field.
started what be hopes will Kelly Breazeale said that it
"Track is a dying sport in the
become a tradition. Fans does genuinely help when a United States. To get people to
dressed like him at home team's fans expresses support.
support track meets that we
games.
"Fans are every team's sixth need to bring in some big
New Racer football coach man," Breazeale said. "It's a names that the fans will
The University of TennesseeHouston
Nutt, also hopes to great feeling to go to an away recognize," Pate said. "I would
Martin has sororities host
game where the crowd is going also like to shorten the meets,
tailgate parties before football create more enthusiasim.
wild
and we play well enough but the only way to do that
"I want to get the students
and basketball games with the
to
take
the crowd completely would be to separate the meets
teams being the guests of involved first and forem ost,"
and most schools don't want to
out
of
the
game."
Nutt
said.
"We
want
the
honor. UT-Martin has also had
Breazeal e added that by do that," Pate said.
the San Diego Chicken come to students behind us so we're
Pate also added that a good
a few games as well as going to go to the students on doing fun things at the games
announcer at a track meet can
promoting several Greek spirit campus and support student helps bring people in to watch.

be the deciding factor of
whether the fans enjoy the
meet or not.
"A good announcer needs to
know everything that is going
on and be able to tell the crowd
in such a way that they
understand," Pate said.
Coaches, fans and players
agree that a winning team is
often the solution to almost
any of the possible problems
"Everyone loves a winnner
and Racer football is out to get
new fans," Nutt said.

Ticket sales climb at Racer Arena
was disapp ointed because he was
b u dgeting $178 ,000 for the 1992-93
Although the Murray State Racers did season.
not win an unprecedented sixth Ohio
"We were going for our sixth consecutive
Valley Conference championship, ticket OVC cham pionship and with the
revenue was up from last year and was enthusiasm for the team and Scott Edgar,
I thou ght we would exceed our goal 1"
second highest in the league.
Revenue from season tickets and game Strickland said. "'was very optimistic in
sales was about $155,000, accor ding to our budgeting. Probably too much."
athletics director Mike Strickland.
Sou t h e ast Missouri State led the
"We.improved from last year's $145,000, conference in ticket revenue as well as
but I was disappointed in this year 's the high est h ome attendance average.
totals," Strickland said.
SEMO totaled $393,000 in ticket sales
Despite the increase, Strickland said he and aver aged 5,590 fane.
By GREG ALLEN
Reporter

Tennessee State was second in home
attendance with 4,738 fans per game, but
only totaled $35,000 in ticket revenue.
MSU was third in home attendance with
an average of 4,387.
After three sellouts last rear! the
Racers h a d no sellouts this year,
Str ickland said. That hurt the figures
Strickland said.
"The Texas and Tennessee State game
should have been sellouts, but they
weren't," Strickland said.

..........................................................
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~
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~
All-Campus Sing! ~

Congratulations to
Heath er Grogan

Julie Ramsey

SGA Vice President

Senator -at-Large

We are so proud!
r

Love,

'lhJ.a1•

Shannon Paulin
Bob Hays

Justin Patton
Travis Wright

Lee Sanders
Keith Dean

Sharla Chappell
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¥ otu.guys are awesomel/!1
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your sisters iri i\lpha Gamma D el ta -w~

Alpha Delta Pi
wishes everyone
Good Luck
~ on Finals~!
Congrats on being elected to SGA:
Kim Dirk s

~Amy Fenn el
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Senator. College of
Science
Senator . College of
Business and
Public Affairs

Tara Gatlin

Becky Putney
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Love, Your Sisters in Alpha Delta Pi

Sorority All-aroun'-11.- .....
Sports .Winner
18

Alpha Sigma
Alpha
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Congratulations
to all
1993 .
Graduates!
1:30

''Indecent :ws
Proposal'' (R) 7:15
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Sandlot" (PG)

1:30
3:90
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Q06

''Hucklebeny

1:30
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7:10
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''Benny &
Joon" (PG)
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9:15
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7-.10

Saturday & Swulay Only
Adult $3.00 ChD.d $2.50
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Congratulations to
Dr. Ginny Richerson
on receiving the
Most Outstanding Teacher
Award!
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campus
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LIVE BLUES MUSIC
EVERY
SATURDAY NIGHT
This Saturday Presenting The Ultimate
"College Rock" Band
(Band Starts at 9 :30 p.m.)

Featuring

OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:30 A.M.

TRIPPIN'
LIZARD
May1
May 8 Graduation Celebration No Band

Serving M exican Food From 11:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
AU. Parents arid. .StUdents. Welcome
.,
.
..
Deli Sandwiches From 11:30 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Call-In Orders & Carry Out Available
641 SOUTH
P URYEAR, TN 901-247-5798
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MTSU takes Murray;
.Lady·Racers finish ·fifth

Slow start
kills team
Staff report

After falling behind in
the first two rounds of
the
Ohio
Valley
C o n f e r e n c e
championships, Murray
Stat e University's golf
t eam finished strongly
but came up short.
Hea ding
into
Wedesday's fmal round in
sixth place, 23 strokes
beind t he leader, Murray
State shot a low-round
301 to finish in a tic with
Middle Tennessee State
Unive r sit y , 13 strokes
behind
conference
cha mpion
morehead
State University.
Chri s Wils on, senior
from Mayfi eld, led the
Racers wit h a 229 .
Shooting a final-round
75, Wilson finished in a
three-way tie for seventh
place , n ine strokes
behind the leader.
After firing a finalround 74, Brian Henson,
sophomore
from
Mayfield, finished tied for
12th at 235.
Larry Joe Seay finished
third for the Racers with
a 236, followed by
William Snodgrass and
Price Coakley.

By MATI PEREBOOM

Both tennis tE-ams completed
their seasons in Nashville,
Tenn.,
at
the
OVC
championships.
The men's team lost to
Middle Tennessee State
University 5-2 in the
championship match . The
women's team also saw MTSU
finish atop the standings, but
the Lady Racers ended in the
frl'th position with 34 points,
compared to Middle's 61
points.
Murray State's Martin
Jansson and Scott Yarbrough
earned All-OVC recognition for
the men's team . Sophomore
Jansson lost a three-set match
in the finals. Yarbrough, senior
from Jasper, Ind., defeated
MTSU's Chris Letti at No. 6
singles to post one of MSU's
two single victories in the
championship match. Racer
junior Andy Poore was the
other winner, claiming the No.
4 singles match.
The men's team finished the
regular season at 20-5
capturing the league's second
place trophy for the fourthstraight year. It was Middle
Tennessee's third-straight
men's crown.

Women's

1. Middle Tennessee
2. Murray State
3. Austin F?eay
4. Tennessee Tech
5. Tennessee - Martin
6. Southeast Missouri
7. Eastern Kentucky
8. Morehead State

1. Middle Tennessee
2. Tennessee - Martin
3. Austin Peay
4. Eastern Kentucky
5. Murray State
6. Soutneast Missouri
7. Tennessee State
8. Morehead State

.

Although the Lady Netters
finished fifth, senior Lana
Allcock won the No. 4 singles
title with a strong straight-set
perfonnance.
Women's coach Connie
Keasling said she thought all
of the matches were close and
competitve but especially
Allcock's last victory.
Allcock's victory earned her
All...QVC honors for the second
year in a row.
Junior Kristi Rydholm
played well and finished
second at No. 6 singles. Fellow

~

~

Thanks to everything

c · )If,

youhave done f or ':'5. .
Good Luck at Untverstty

.co
~.or

of Louisville!

S

Tennis team nabs talent
Women's tennis coach Connie Keasling announced
Wednesday Renea Cates of Muhlenberg North High School
in Central City will play for the Lady Racers in the fall.
Ca_tes plays No. 1 singles and doubles for ber high school
and lB currently r anked second in the state for girls' 18 polls.

.

juniors Heather Donovan and
Chris Granack:i placed third at
No. 2 doubles.
Next season's squad hopes to
battle for the OVC title, but
Keasling admits that MTSU
will be strong again next year.
"They lose only one player
from a team that is already
ver y deep," the coach said.
"Their fou rth through sixth
players could play at almost
any position."
The Lady Racers are losing
two starters this season.

We'll
be

OPEN
ummer

Week In Preview
• Baseball. Eastern Kentucky University at Reagan Field,
Doubleheader, Saturday, 1 p.m.
• Baseball. Eastern Kentucky University at Reagan Field, Sunday, 1
p.m.
• Baseball. at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill., Wednes·
day, 3:30 p.m.
·
• Baseball. Vanderbilt University at Reagan Field, Thursday, 3 p.m.
• Track. National Invitational at Indianapolis, Ind., May 7-8.
• Baseball. at University of Tennessee- Martin, Martin, Tenn., May
8-9, 1 p.m.
• Baseball. Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, May 14-16.
• Track . NCAA Outdoor Championship, New Orleans, La., Jyne

·'

3-5.
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~

0 ·
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School

We fuu{ an awesome time
at !l<f,treat, Iota Plecfges I
Tft.ank§ for a{[ tlie tiara worl(
tliis semester!

E>x.&.
-PLEDGES -

Omicron
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~

Alpha

Love. Your Sisters In
. '·

Southern Dlinois University's women's track won the
Twilight Invitational held at Stewart Stadium on Saturday.
Murray State placed second behind Heather Samuel's two
victories in the 100 and 200-meter dashes. Her time of 11.21
in the lOOm automatically qualified her for the NCAA Outdoor Championships. She also anchored the team's winning
4x100 and 4x400·meter relay teams.
Felicia Upton and Rebecca Burnett also won individual
events. Upton won the 400·meter dash and Burnett won the
3,000-meter run.
The men's team also finished second, trailing Memphis
State University by 42 points, 128-86.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

June 1 thru Aug 6
Monday-Friday 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

We love you! We will miss

you!

Racer track earn seconds

Men's

Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH
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Ginna Curling,

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Final Team Standings
for OVC Tennis
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Located across from Wllson Hall
on 15th Street
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A classic keepsake -hinged loc:kete i n a variety of p lain and
hand-engraved stylet and .tzu with coordinating chains in 14
Kt. Cold. Other style• anllable In 14Kt. Gold, Overlay and
Sterling.
Alvin • Eva Cook
Ownen

all your heart."

...__
__
Paid

Coo(s Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-1606

Adve.rt~nt
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__Murray
....,_,_.______
- __
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State News
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We may not be t~ biggest but we are the best

Ch risty Moore
Julie Abernathy
Stephanie Mullican
Susan Akers
Kelly Briggs
Tiffany Nunn
Heather Oldham
Julie Coleman
Mich elle Prowell
Lynn Courtney
Brooke·Ranes
Christy Eickoff
Heather Stahl
Julie Fox
Stacy Steckler
Rita Gamb lin
Suzanne Steele
Jami Ivey
Natalie Johnson
Andrea Taylor
Betsy Wh itfield

Introducing the Qass of'93 Retail Fmancing Program.
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 {There are 15 'Ibyota models under $12,000). ·

B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan. C. Make a deal on your favorite ·
Thyota and then driye it ~orne with no down payment. "/ wve what you do for me."
Seems easy doesn't 1t? It IS, so get to your Toyota dealer
~ TOuOT ·
today for the details. Then get the Toyota you've earned.
'-lV
' '
'A ,

...

Congratulations!
~We

••r
••
'•
..
..•
•

See your local1byotaDealer
"""""-

love you and will miss
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SCOREBOARD
Baseball

---Women's Tennis

Men's Tennis

Results of the Tennessee StaU Uniuuaity games last Saturdaj•.

Results of the OVC Women's Tennis Champion1hipa at NashuiUe.

Rnults of the OVC Men '11 Tennit Championahip at NCJBhuille.

Gamel
TenncSilce State
Murray State
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Chism
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1
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1~. 7~.6-2

6-0, 6·1

7-5, 6-4

.

3~.

3~.

1
0
1

6
1

12 Rydholm (MU) defeated 17 Wilson (TSU)

1

6-3, 6-2

6-2, 6-1

SMgod Bgund
12 Rydholm (MU) defeated 13 Holman (AP)

6-2, 6·3

Number IJlmtNfte

t4 Edwards/McLean (AP) defeated 15 Moulder/Allcock (MU)

Golf
Resulta of tM OVC Golf Champioruhipa thl1

NOBI&uiUe.

Eia1l ~am &iS.Ddiaa
L

2.

a

4.
5.

7.
~-

9.

6·2, 6-1

Number 2 Dqnhlee
~ al

12 Donovan/Granack.i (MU) defeated 17 CantrclVHcneger (TI'U)

6·1, 6-0

Number 3 Dpgble
16 Scott/Gosnell (EK) defeated 13 Ball/Rydholm (MU)

Morehead State
Austin Pcay State
Tennessee Tech
Eaatern Kentucky
Middle Tenneaaee
MUITay State
Southeastern Missouri
Tennessee-Martin
Tennesaee State

7-5, 6-1

917

312-294-311
314-299-310
314-:m-316
312-006-310
311-31.3-:nJ
315-31"-301
321-813-312

~

g

Chegmlppebiw flpek BMulta

928
!m

Fim; Slpcla Fiftb Elaa
Vanderstappen (SE) defeated Donovan (MU)

9t8

Second Sirud• 'Dllrd Place

..,

~

fJI{I

Davia (UTM) defeat.ed Moulder (MU)

355-348-861

1004

]bini SinrJ•

Granac)d (MU) defeated Robbins (TTU)

Wilson 76-78-75 229, Henson 79-82-74 235, Seay 84-77-75 236, Snodgrua 77-77-84
238, Coakley 83-86-77 246

Allcock (MU) defeated Oliveria (MT)

6-3,6-2
6·1, 6.()

Fow:tb Sjncl• f'int Ela<»
6-4,6-4

Hall (MU) defeated At.kine (AP)

IFC All-Sports Sta.ndinga
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Chi
·
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma~

lBUiO
176.60
153

102
90
86

16

Doldlka
t 1

Sixth Slryd• Firat Elace
Reed (MT) defeated Rydbolm eMU>
Fiat DpMI• FU'tb EJ.em
Fielda/Vanderet.appcn (SE) defeated Moulder/Allcock <M¥>
Seoopd DopblM, lbkd PlaGt
Donovan/Granac:ld (MU) defeated SbMther(Atkina CAP)

PanMlltnic All-Sport. Standings
Alpha Sigma Alpha
132
Alpha Gamma Delta
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Alpha Omicron
100
Alpha Delta Pi
00
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Sigma Sigma Sigma
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f 3
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f 5

IIIMM-RynJIM
1-5, 6-7, 6.()
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Harrietha defeated Hiort
Goebel defeated Jan.uon
Thornton defeated BI'OOu
Poore defeated Hannan
Zackrisson defeated Hall
Y~ defeated LetU

t 1
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Way defeated Hiort
Januon defeated Stoller
Brooks defeated Ericsson
P - defeated Duma
Hall defeated Boyd
Yarbroup defeated Coors

QwgmlppehipMatdt
Middle Tennessee (5) defeated Murray SLate (2)

6-1, 7·5
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12
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6-2, 6.()

14 Vackar (EKU) defeated ItS Hall (MU)
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15 Hall (MU) defeated fl8 Doty (MO>
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Murray State (5) defeated 12 Austin Peay ( 1)

Slulll

Nugaber 1 SipciM
14 Carlson (EK) defeated ItS Donovan (MU)
Copegle#on Bpgpd
15 Donovan (MU) defeated 18 Scott (TSU)
Number 3 Sigel•
13 Moulder (MU) defeated 16 Hopkins (SE)
S,OOodBgund
12 Weia (EKU) defeated 13 Moulder (MU)

13 McLEan (AP) defeated 16 GranackJ (MU)
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17 Guasett. (MO) defeated 16 Granaeld (MU)
Numlw. SipciM
12 Allcock (MU) defeated tf7 Holdrcdge (TI'U)
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12 Allcock (MU) defeated tf3 Mendoza (UTM)
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Murray State
Schrand
Muskopf
Godwin 3
Culp
Moddelmog
Lis
Gallagher
Sammon a
Benefield

5.
6.

1

0
3
0
1
0
2
0
0

1

Middle Tennessee State
Tennesaee-Martio
Austin Peay State
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Southeast Missouri State
Tcnneaaeo Stale
Morehead St.nte
Tennessee Tech
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•
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The numbers behind the action
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CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Newsroom Seniors: You've
doneagreatjobtorfouryearsl
The tiaJ..wlll be quiet without
you. Good luckl Love, Dr. AL

Directly acroes from MSU,
Rooms for rent. Complet8ly
furnished, Includes utilities.
$250 per room per person.
Available summer and tal
aemeeters. 753-8191

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT - Make
$2,000+ per month teaching
bale convel'l811onal English
ero.d. Japan and Taiwan.
Many provide room and board
+ ather benefits. No previous
training or 18echlng certificate
requlllJd. For program call1208-832·1148 ext. J5538

Part 11me and fuM time poel·
tiona wanted forQytmas11c and
Cheerteedng lnstruc1or. Call
753-6705 or 753-1976.

The sisters of Sigma Sigma
Slgmaareftnallysettodosome

serious walkingI Thanks to all
those who participaled and
donated In our walk-a-thonl
Chad • Congra1Uiationa on

Winning the SGA election I I'm
so proud of you I Love, Andrea
Thanks JT, Wade, Ron, and
Rob for being fantastic soccer
coachesI Youguyswel8greatl
Love, the slater of Alpha Sigma
Alpha

TWo bedroom trailer available
May 7. $180 a month with
leue and deposit 1 mle from
town. 759-2570.
HORSEOWNERS- Furnished
Apartmenl with horse bern
acceaa. Utilities and cable
Included. 5 mlea from campus. $350(month. 435-4236 at
night and 753·1382during the
day.

Tiff- Does It really seem like we

FOR SALE

should be graduating? You've
been an awesome friend for
putting up with my midnight
phone calla. Leigh

Couch and matching chair for
sale - beige - $75 for both or
best offer. Cell Stephanie at

Mel, chlllln' and billln' down on
the homefront, takln' up space
end taJ<In' names. 25 days 1111
you go to the homeland. 011

The

753-4229.

GLWWiTfEP 1400 ·

Two

ltudent c:l~ needed for fall
profecl Your group GUAR·
ANTE ED at leut $400. Must
call BEFORE END OF TERM I
1-800·932..()528, Ext. 99
ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT • fisheries.
Eam$800+/weektncannenes
or $4,000+/month on fishing
boals. Freetransportallon. No
expertence ll808888IY. Male
or Ftmele. For e!T1)1oyment

program call1-206-545-4155

ext.A5538

10 gallon aquarium - $25 for
everything. Call762-6154and
leave message.

Pleue help me with my finals
and ellmlnllte my atress.

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline._ Wednesday at noon

Place your classlfieds In room 111 of Wlson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

Pte·Psyment, Rllqulttd
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NOTICE
Heading for EUROPE this
summer? Jetthereanytlmefor
$1 ee tromthe East Coast. $229
from the Midwest (when available) with AIRHITCHI (Reported In Let's Gol and NY
Times.) Fordetals: AIRHITCH
d) 212·864-2000

;

'

~

~belt.

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word
Every word over twenty words

With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

GREEK/PERSONALS
ROOMMAli?S

BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT

FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES
~

NOTICE

753 4444

For real estate trends and facts, call the

Real Estate Hot Line
753-3001

_

"..•

AXA

· LOST & FOUND
Found: Man's white/ gold class
r1ng with the name TIM on lt.lf
you have lost It call Kelley at
762-2165. Will be asked to

Mur-Cal Realty

....

~~

,••
•

1709 Olive St.
4 bedroom, 2 bath home, near university

-

•••

COLLEGE REP WANTED to
dlatrtbute "Student Rate" subacr1ptlon cards at thla c:aJ1llUS.
Good Income. For Information
and appllcallon write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, Mooresville, NC
28115.

Closed on week8nds and holklays.

,.

.:a••.

.Murray State University Alma Mater
the heart of Jackson's Pur<:hese
'Neath the sun's warm glow
ls the home of Murrey State
finest place we know.
CHORUS

Though we leave thy wells forever
Many miles go hence
May our Jove for Alma Meter
Only have commenced.

CHOROS

May we cherish thy tradition
Hold thy benner high
Ever guard thy name and glory
Uve and do or die.
A.

on being named

Greek Man of the Year!
Love, the sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha
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